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Summary
In this thesis, a heat gun is designed to deliver a stream of hot air which satisfies
certain temperature and velocity uniformity specifications.
The heat gun was initially designed and simulated in the software FLUENT.
From the simulation results, the parameters and some supplements which improve
the output uniformity of the heat gun were identified. It was found that increasing
the length of the pipe, and adding a heating coil near the pipe, help in achieving
temperature uniformity. The use of heat recycle, which recycles the output air into
the input helps in improving energy efficiency.
Based on the results obtained, the different components of the heat gun were
modelled. They are the DC motor for driving the air, the main resistive coils for
heating the air, the insulated pipe acting as the air flow path, the additional coil
for compensating the heat loss near the end of the pipe, and the heat recycle.
Various control methods for the heat gun are also proposed. They are propor-
tional -integral-derivative control, state feedback control, linear-quadratic state-
feedback regulator and linear-quadratic-Gaussian control. For each control method,
the effect of the control parameters were observed and used in improving the per-
formance of the heater. In order to enhance the quality of the control, problems of
disturbance rejection, actuator saturation, measurement noise are also discussed.
The final design of the heat gun was able to deliver a stream of hot air with a
temperature uniformity of ±0.5 oC for a range of temperature between 120 oC and




1.1 Motivation and Objective
Integrated circuits (IC) consist of a large number of individual components, such as
transistors, resistors, capacitors etc., fabricated on a common substrate and wired
together to perform a particular circuit function. One of the greatest challenges
in IC design (Plummer et al., 2000) is in achieving smaller component sizes which
allow more components to be integrated on a given area. The decreasing component
sizes are characterized by the minimum line width, which is defined as the smallest
feature size printable on the wafer surface during the fabrication process. According
to the National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, the minimum feature
size will be 100 nm in 2006. With such dimensions, more stringent demands are
placed on the manufacturing process. In the case of wafer processing, the variations
in the temperature distribution across the wafer must be kept within 1 oC in order
to minimize the variations in the feature sizes. One of the on-going research projects
at NUS is the processing of wafers by the use of hot air. The advantages of the
method are listed as follows:
1. The process is simple.
1
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2. This baking process is able to achieve a temperature uniformity within 0.1
oC across the whole wafer of 300 mm in diameter.
3. The whole process is easily scalable to multi-wafer processing.
This method of wafer processing however requires the heater to deliver hot air with
stringent temperature and velocity uniformity.
The main objective of this thesis is therefore to design an air heater which can
supply the hot air as required. The requirements on the air heater are listed as
follows:
1. High uniformity of the output air temperature. It is required that the tem-
perature uniformity of the output air should be less than ±0.5 oC for a range
of temperature between 120 oC and 200 oC.
2. The uniformity of the air velocity should not be more than ±1 m/s for air
flow rate of at least 5 m/s.
3. It should also deliver hot air with an airflow rate of at least 0.04 m3/s.
1.2 Background
At present, the commercial air heaters have some disadvantages as follows:
1. The adjustable temperature range of the heaters is limited. Although most
air heaters have temperature regulators which allow the output temperature
to be adjusted, the regulator scale settings are not sufficiently fine. For
instance, some air heaters can only produce air with the temperature denoted
by “high” and “low”. Precise information on the range of exit temperature
is also generally not available.
2. The adjustable velocity range of the heaters is also limited. Similar to the
point above, most air heaters have air velocity regulators, which have very
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coarse settings. In many cases, both temperature and velocity settings cannot
be adjusted independently.
3. Hot air produced by most industrial air heaters does not have uniform tem-
perature and velocity. In particular, the temperature uniformity is generally
not within the specification of 0.5 oC.
In recent years, some measurement methods have been developed. Wade and
Tyler (1997) designed an Holographic Interferometry system method which can
quantitatively analyze the air flow and temperature of heaters. Gorlach (2004)
built a model of the exit air velocity profile for a thermal gun with the use of a
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software.
It is worth noticing that there are no strict requirements of the exit air temper-
ature and velocity uniformity for commercial air heaters. The UL 499 (1997), UL
(Underwriters’ Laboratories) standards of electric heating appliances which is also
approved by the American National Standard Institute, has no strict standards on
the uniformity of the exit air temperature and velocity. In addition, manufactur-
ers of air heating products are only focused on achieving high air temperature and
volume without too much regard for uniformity.
However, in practice, air with uniform temperature and velocity is needed for
various applications. Some researchers have devoted their study to the uniformity
in exit air temperature and velocity for air heaters. In order to achieve a uniform
hot airflow, Cameron (1993) used a damper in the air path to control the air flow
and the energy of the heating element and the blower, which impels air. Wang et al.
(1996) performed a comparative study which established the use of the mesh heater
originally developed by Gillespie (1993) to develop a uniformly heating airflow for
heaters. Glucksman and Deros (1997) studied the construction of the electric air
heater, where the shape of the heating device and guide vanes are used to guide
and distribute air, so as to obtain uniformly silent low velocity air flow. Menassa
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(2001) realized the control of the heating capability of the heating coil by using a
thermistor as an airflow sensor to monitor the intake air. Atkins (2005) invented
an electric heater which uses a baﬄe plate, a plate with orifices, to redistribute
air so that the invented heater can provide uniform airflow. Then together with
the exemplary embodiment, the outlet airflow of this heater can be controlled by
monitoring and varying the inlet air pressure.
In the present markets, there is a type of air heater called the heat gun, which
is a heat producing device primarily used to achieve higher uniformity in air flow.
Heat gun HG−5000E produced by STEINEL company can achieve a differential
exit air temperature of less than±12.2 oC and the maximum air volume as 28 CFM
(0.0132 m3/s). This makes HG−5000E one of the heat guns with the largest exit
air volume. LEISTER Process Technologies with a leading position in heat gun
technology has products with steplessly controllable temperature outputs ranging
from 20 oC to 650 oC where the differential temperature is within ±2 oC. The
maximum air volume of the LESITER heat guns is 500 l/Min (8.33× 10−3 m3/s).
It is noted that these commercial heat guns have small output air volumes.
1.3 Scope of the Thesis
The main aim of the study is to design, examine and develop a new air heater, also
called the heat gun, to meet the requirements on temperature, velocity uniformity
and air volume, as given in Section 1.1. The advantages of the newly designed heat
gun, as compared to commercial air heaters, are as follows:
• This heat gun has a range of controllable air temperature and air velocity.
• Output air from this heat gun has temperature uniformity less than ±0.5 oC,
for a range between 120 oC and 200 oC.
• Output air from this heat gun also has a variable velocity of at least 5m/s
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with good uniformity of ±1 m/s.
In this thesis, the structural design, system analysis and control design for this
heat gun to achieve the goals are discussed.
Based on the design of the heat gun, various parameters which contribute to
the temperature and velocity uniformity were identified. Various subsystems of
the heat gun were analyzed and modelled. Based on these models, the dynamic
behavior of the heat gun was also investigated.
Different control methods for the heat gun are also presented, including Pro-
portional -Integrator -Derivative (PID) control, state feedback control, Linear-
Quadratic state-feedback Regulator (LQR) and Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian (LQG)
control. In addition, disturbance rejection, actuator saturation, and the influence
of heat recycle and measurement noise are also taken into consideration in the
design of the controllers.
In this thesis, MATLAB is used to design the controllers, while FLUENT and
GAMBIT are used to analyze the heat transfer process of the hot air in the heat
gun. FLUENT is a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software which is used
for simulation, visualization, and analysis of fluid flow, heat and mass transfer, and
chemical reactions. GAMBIT is a preprocessor for the CFD analysis. GAMBIT
allows fast geometry modeling and high quality meshing to be achieved efficiently
and these are crucial to the successful use of FLUENT. Simulations in FLUENT
and GAMBIT enable the collection of data that are more accurate in designing
the structure of the heat gun.
1.4 Organization
Chapter 2 gives the overview of the proposed heat gun, with its fundamental com-
ponents and dimensions. Chapter 3 presents the design of the heat gun structure,
from simulations performed using FLUENT and GAMBIT. In this chapter, the de-
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sign of the heat gun is proposed, including the construction of the pipe, additional
heater coil and the heat recycle. In Chapter 4, the models for different parts of
the heat gun are analyzed, and some parameters of the heater materials are also
provided. Characteristics of this heat gun are discussed and simulated in Chapter
5.
In Chapter 6, two designs of the PID controllers are discussed. In Chapter
7, other control methods including state feedback control, LQR and LQG are
discussed. In the design of the controllers, disturbance rejection, heat recycle,
actuator saturation and measurement noise were considered. The main findings
and suggestions for further work are given in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2
Overview of the Heat Gun
2.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the motivation and objectives for the heat gun were in-
troduced. The fundamental components of this heat gun will now be discussed in
this chapter. The various dimensions of these components will also be presented,
given the purpose and specifications of this heat gun.
2.2 Overview of the Proposed Heat Gun
In some lithography steps, Silicon wafers are required to be baked at temperatures
between 120 oC to 200 oC. In some conventional lithography techniques, baking
is done on a hot plate with a relatively large thermal mass compared to the wafer.
In such systems, good temperature uniformity on the wafer within 0.5 oC is diffi-
cult to achieve due to the nature of heat transfer which does not guarantee good
uniformities even if the hot plate has an absolutely uniform temperature distribu-
tion. For this reason, new techniques for baking wafers to such good temperature
uniformities have to be sought. The most recent research is on the use of hot air
streams to achieve this objective. Thus the heat gun proposed in this thesis is
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designed for this purpose.
Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the heat gun
The proposed heat gun with its schematic diagram shown in Figure 2.1 is mainly
composed of three parts:
1. A DC motor for driving the air through an output pipe.
2. A set of main electrical resistive coils for heating the air.
3. An insulated output pipe acting as a guide for the air flow.
In addition to these main parts, the heat gun also includes
1. An additional electrical resistive coil for heating the air near the exit of the
pipe so as to compensate for the heat loss at the pipe wall.
2. A heat recycle unit for recycling the hot air back to the input for improved
energy efficiency.
In this setup, the motor, main resistive coils and additional coil can be activated
by separate electric power supplies for independent control. The heating process
of the heat gun is as follows.
When the heat gun is turned on, the motor vanes suck in the air from the
environment into the chamber and forces the air over the resistive coils and through
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the pipe. When the air passes over the resistive coils, it is heated up. This hot air
is then delivered through the pipe. The additional coil near the exit of the pipe
reheats the air in order to compensate for the heat lost to the pipe wall.
The wafer processing system is attached to the end of the output pipe so that
the hot air is directly transferred into the system to bake the wafer. Since the
Silicon wafer is thin and its thermal conductivity is much better than air, much
of the air at the exit of the wafer processing system remains relatively hot. Thus,
it will be highly inefficient if this air is simply discharged into the atmosphere. In
order to improve the energy efficiency, heat recycling is considered in the design of
the heat gun.
The main specifications of the heat gun are thus as follows :
1. It must deliver air at temperatures between 120 oC and 200 oC with a uni-
formity better than 0.5 oC.
2. The wafer processing system requires an air volume transfer rate of at least
0.04 m3/s assuming that air is incompressible. The velocity requirement is
at least 5 m/s.
3. The uniformity in velocity of the air is also important and is set at ±1 m/s
at the velocity of 5m/s.
In order to satisfy the specifications given above, the control tasks of the heat
gun must also be well designed, taking into consideration power saturation and
efficiency. To achieve this, the DC motor, the main resistive and additional coils
are controlled separately.
2.3 Dimensions of the Heat Gun
The primary structure of the heat gun is shown in Figure 2.2. It consists of 3
main sections : (a) a short inlet section, (b) a spherical chamber which houses the
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Figure 2.2: Primary structure of the heat gun
DC motor and (c) a straight output pipe. Given that the gun has to deliver air
at 0.04 m3/s at no less than 5 m/s, the pipe diameter is chosen to be 100 mm in
diameter. Thus the spherical chamber chamber is chosen as 200 mm in diameter
and the inlet section is also set at 100 mm in diameter.
At the entrance of the output pipe, the main resistive coils are distributed
uniformly along the pipe for a distance of 30 mm. These coils are made of electric
resistive wires which are evenly spaced and placed like a net as shown in Figure
2.3. The specifications for the resistive coil will be determined in Chapter 3.
Figure 2.3: Dimension diagram of the primary heat gun
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2.4 Region of Uniformity for the Proposed Heat
Gun
The natural velocity and temperature profiles of the air at the output of the heat
gun are studied in this design. As the hot air moves through the pipe, the layer of
air that is near the pipe wall adheres to the surface of the pipe wall. Thus, it can
be expected that the air velocity at the outlet of the pipe will be non-uniform. In
addition, a great amount of heat is lost to the pipe wall by the air near the pipe
wall. Hence, the air temperature across the cross-section of the outlet will also be
non-uniform (see Figure 2.4) under the condition that the input air has uniform
temperature.
Figure 2.4: Temperature profile for the flow in a pipe
The velocity profiles of laminar and turbulent flow in a pipe are shown in
Figure 2.5 (Holman, 1997) where the input air has a uniform velocity. The velocity
profile for laminar flow is approximately a parabola. When the flow is turbulent,
the velocity profile is relatively flat except for a small marginal part, where the
velocity profile is nearly linear, near the pipe wall. The air velocity of zero on
the pipe wall cannot be changed. Therefore, according to the dimensions of the
proposed heat gun, when we refer to the velocity uniformity afterwards, we refer
to the velocity in the circular region which has a diameter of 90mm as shown in
Figure 2.6, which ensures that more than 80% output air meets the requirement
of the velocity uniformity.
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Figure 2.5: Velocity profiles for laminar and turbulent flow in a pipe
Figure 2.6: Region of the velocity uniformity
2.5 Power Consumption of the Heat Gun
The heat gun is required to deliver hot air at between 120 oC and 200 oC. The air
flow rate is at least 0.04 m3/s. From steady state calculations based on
power = ρ× air volume× cp × (final temp− initial temp),
where ρ is the air density and cp is the specific heat capacity of air, the power
requirement is between 3.5 and 6.5KW. In this calculation, the properties of air
such as its specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity and density are assumed to
be constants.
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2.6 Conclusion
The purpose of the heat gun has been introduced, along with its physical structure
and dimensions. In the next chapter, the design of the heat gun based on this
structure will be presented.
Chapter 3
Structural Design of the Heat
Gun
3.1 Introduction
The heat gun is required to deliver hot air with stringent temperature and velocity
requirements where the temperature uniformity of the output air should be less
than ±0.5 oC for a range of temperature between 120 oC and 200 oC. The velocity
uniformity of the air should be no more than ±1m/s within a region having a
radius of 45mm and the velocity of the hot air has to be no less than 5m/s.
In this chapter, the structure of the heat gun will be designed to achieve these
specifications.
The overview of the heat gun was presented in Chapter 2. The temperature
and velocity profiles of the air at the outlet of the heat gun are studied in this
chapter. As explained in Section 2.4, when the hot air moves through the pipe,
the air temperature and velocity across the cross-section of the outlet will be non-
uniform even though the input air has uniform temperature and velocity. A simple
simulation was performed to verify this. A straight pipe with uniform inlet temper-
ature and velocity of 200 oC and 5m/s respectively was simulated using FLUENT.
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The initial parameters are shown in Table 3.1. Figure 3.1 shows the GAMBIT
models. Figure 3.2(a) shows the temperature distribution at the pipe exit while
Figure 3.2(b) shows the velocity profile of the air at the exit. From these figures,
it can be observed that the layers of air which are at different radial distance away
from the pipe wall are at different temperatures and velocities. The temperature
uniformity for Figure 3.2(a) is 200 ± 37.3189 oC, and the velocity uniformity for
Figure 3.2(b) is 5± 0.95m/s for up to 45mm in radial distance from the center.
For the heat gun to meet the design requirements on air temperature and
velocity uniformity, the exit air temperature difference and the exit air velocity
difference have to be reduced. In order to overcome the above challenges, studies
on the effect of the insulation, material and length of the pipe are conducted. The
use of the additional heat coil as well as the application of heat recycle will also be
considered. These will be discussed in the rest of the chapter.
3.2 Design of the Pipe
In this section, the studies on the effect of the insulation materials of the pipe, the
material of the pipe and the length of the pipe will be presented.
The mesh models of the pipes are built in GAMBIT and FLUENT is used to
perform the simulations required. The model of the pipe in GAMBIT is shown in
Figure 3.1, and the output results calculated in FLUENT are listed in Figure 3.2,
where no insulation material is used and the length of the pipe is 220mm. In the
FLUENT simulations, the initial conditions are set as shown in Table 3.1 and steel
is used as the material for the pipe. The use of steel will be examined in Section
3.2.2.
The temperature uniformity and the velocity uniformity for Figure 3.2 are 200±
37.3189 oC and 5± 0.95 m/s, for up to 45mm in radial distance from the center,
respectively. It is observed that the air temperature uniformity does not meet the
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(a) Model of the pipe
(b) Model of the pipe with mesh
Figure 3.1: Model of the heat gun’s pipe in Gambit
(a) Output air temperature (b) Output air velocity
Figure 3.2: Output of the heat gun got from FLUENT
requirement while the air velocity uniformity meets.
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Names Initial values
Ambient temperature 27 oC
Air pressure 101325 Pascal
Air velocity of the pipe’s inlet 5 m/s
Air temperature of the pipe’s inlet 200 oC
Table 3.1: Initial conditions
3.2.1 Thermal Insulation Materials of the Pipe
It can be observed from Figure 3.2(a) that the maximum temperature difference
at the exit of the pipe is 37.3189 oC. In this section, some insulation will be used
to reduce the output temperature difference. Different insulation materials will be
used to consider their effects.
The initial conditions of the air input into the pipe remain the same as in
Table 3.1. The thickness of the insulation materials is set to 82mm which will
be discussed in Section 4.4. Thermal conductivities of some insulation materials
simulated are listed in Table 3.2.




3 Shavings-Planner Maple, 16% Moisture 0.173
4 Shavings-Planner Red Wood Bark 0.0375
Table 3.2: Thermal conductivity of thermal insulation materials
In these four cases, the diameter and length of the pipe are kept at 100 mm
and 220 mm respectively. Using FLUENT, the results are shown in Figure 3.3.
Figures 3.3(a), 3.3(c), 3.3(e) and 3.3(g) show the output air temperature and
Figures 3.3(b), 3.3(d), 3.3(f) and 3.3(h) are the plots of the output air velocity for
the four cases. As expected, the air velocities (see Figures 3.3(b), 3.3(d), 3.3(f) and
3.3(h)) are not affected by the type of insulation materials used. The air velocity
uniformity is about 5±0.93m/s for up to 45mm in radial distance from the center
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(a) Air temperature of case 1 (b) Air velocity of case 1
(c) Air temperature of case 2 (d) Air velocity of case 2
(e) Air temperature of case 3 (f) Air velocity of case 3
(g) Air temperature of case 4 (h) Air velocity of case 4
Figure 3.3: Output air from the pipe by using different insulation materials
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for all four cases.
The range of the output air temperature and velocity is listed in Table 3.3
and Table 3.4 respectively. From Table 3.3 and Figure 3.3, it is observed that
case min output air max output air max temperature
no. temperature (oC) temperature (oC) difference (oC)
1 195.5488 200 4.4512
2 181.7898 200 18.2102
3 190.7486 200 9.2514
4 197.5074 200 2.4926
Table 3.3: Range of the output air temperature
case no. output air velocity min output air velocity within a max output air
on the pipe wall (m/s) radius of 45mm to the center (m/s) velocity (m/s)
1 0.0 4.07 5.8564
2 0.0 4.05 5.8600
3 0.0 4.07 5.8578
4 0.0 4.07 5.8556
Table 3.4: Range of the output air velocity
the maximum difference of the output air temperature decreases as the thermal
conductivity of the insulation decreases. In addition, the largest diameter of the
circular area, where the output air temperature remain within 0.1 oC is about 60
mm for all cases. From Table 3.4 and Figure 3.3, it is found that the distributions
of the output air velocities of these four cases are nearly the same.
Therefore, the insulation of shavings-planner red wood bark which has the
smallest thermal conductivity of 0.0375 W/m ·o C is chosen for the design. In the
next section, the materials used for the pipe will be studied in detail.
3.2.2 Materials of the Pipe
In Section 3.2.1, it was found that the output air temperature is approximately
constant for a radial length of ±30mm from the center of the pipe. In this section,
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the material for the pipe is changed to investigate their effect on the uniformity of
the output air temperature.
The initial conditions of the air input into the pipes are listed in Table 3.1 and
the pipes are uninsulated. The pipe materials are chosen as in Table 3.5. In these





Table 3.5: Pipe wall materials
three cases, the diameters and the lengths of the pipes are kept at 100mm and
220mm respectively.
The results from FLUENT are listed in Table 3.6 and Table 3.7. Figures 3.4(a),
3.4(c) and 3.4(e) show the output air temperature in all three cases. Figures 3.4(b),
3.4(d) and 3.4(f) are plots of the air velocity in all three cases. The plots show
that all three cases are exactly the same for both the output air temperature and
the output air velocity. From Table 3.6, Table 3.7, and Figure 3.4, it is observed
case min output air max output air max temperature
no. temperature (oC) temperature (oC) difference (oC)
1 162.6811 200 37.3189
2 162.6801 200 37.3199
3 162.6798 200 37.3202
Table 3.6: The output air temperature of three cases
case no. output air velocity min output air velocity within a max output air
on the pipe wall (m/s) radius of 45mm to the center (m/s) velocity (m/s)
1 0.0 4.05 5.8191
2 0.0 4.05 5.8191
3 0.0 4.05 5.8191
Table 3.7: The output air velocity of three cases
that the difference of the output air temperature and velocity does not change
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(a) Air temperature of case 1 (b) Air velocity of case 1
(c) Air temperature of case 2 (d) Air velocity of case 2
(e) Air temperature of case 3 (f) Air velocity of case 3
Figure 3.4: Output air from the pipe made of different materials
when the pipe material is changed. The largest diameter of the circular area,
where the output air temperature remains within 0.1 oC, is about 60 mm which
is also unchanged. The same output air temperature is obtained because the pipe
wall is relatively thin and all materials of the pipe wall are good heat conductors
compared to the thermal insulations shown in Table 3.2. The same air velocities
for the three cases are expected because the same fluid, which is air, has been used
in three cases. As the initial conditions of the input air for all three cases are the
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same and the surface of the three metal pipes are set to be smooth, the movement
of the air across the pipe is not affected by the change in the pipe materials
Thus, any one of the three materials can be used for the design of the heat gun.
In the next section, the effect of the pipe length on the temperature and velocity
uniformity will be examined.
3.2.3 Length of the Pipe
In this part, the length of the pipe will be determined. As can be expected, the
longer the pipe, the more heat loss from the air inside the pipe to the pipe wall. In
addition, due to the airflow over the heater coils, airflow through the pipe is ini-
tially expected to be turbulent. This pattern of airflow will affect the temperature
uniformity at different sections of the pipe. Hence the length of the pipe plays an
important role in ensuring a temperature uniformity that is achievable.
In this section, the heat gun model built in GAMBIT is shown in Figure 3.5.
This heat gun has three rows of electric resistive coils (see Figures 3.5(c) and
3.5(d)), with nine circular coils evenly distributed from radial distances of r =
3.6mm to r = 46.2mm in each row (see Figures 3.5(b) and 3.5(d)). The cross-
section of the coil wire is a 6mm×1mm rectangle (see Figure 3.5(d)). Three rows
of coils are located along the pipe and they extend for 30 mm from the entrance
of the pipe (see Figures 3.5(c) and 3.5(d)). The connection between the heat gun
inlet and the pipe is a circular truncated cone instead of the sphere to simplify the
generation of the mesh in GAMBIT for simulation. The cross-section of the heat
gun inlet is circular with a radius of 100mm. The height of the circular truncated
cone is 100mm. There is no insulation around the pipe. The inlet air velocity
is set at 1.625 m/s so as to produce an average output air velocity of 6.5 m/s
which satisfies the requirement that the output air velocity has to be greater than
5 m/s. The power input to the coils is 5300W and the ambient temperature is
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(a) Model of the heat gun in GAMBIT
(b) Model of coils in GAMBIT (c) Model of coils in GAMBIT
(d) Model of the heat gun in GAMBIT
Figure 3.5: Model of the heat gun in GAMBIT
27 oC (300K). The air temperature and velocity of the section located at the pipe
length equal to 0.25m are shown in Figures 3.6(i) and 3.6(j).
The air temperature and velocity of the sections along the different lengths of
the pipe are shown in Figure 3.6. From Figure 3.6, it is found that the largest
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(a) Air temperature at Length=0.05m (b) Air velocity at Length=0.05m
(c) Air temperature at Length=0.10m (d) Air velocity at Length=0.10m
(e) Air temperature at Length=0.15m (f) Air velocity at Length=0.15m
(g) Air temperature at Length=0.20m (h) Air velocity at Length=0.20m
(i) Air temperature at Length=0.25m (j) Air velocity at Length=0.25m
Figure 3.6: Output air temperature and velocity at different lengths
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difference in air temperature is when air just passes through the coils which are
located up to 0.03m from the entrance of the pipe. This difference becomes smaller
and the uniformity improves as air flows further through the pipe. At a distance
of 0.25 m from the entrance, the temperature distribution becomes much more
uniform (see Figure 3.6(i)). The air temperature uniformity is less than ±0.5oC
for up to 40mm radius. If the length of the pipe is 250 mm, the output air velocity
distribution is acceptable as can be seen from Figure 3.6(j) where the velocity
uniformity is no more than ±0.93m/s for up to 45mm in radial distance from
the center. When the input power to the coils is set at 5300 W and the inlet air
(a) Output air temperature (b) Output air velocity
Figure 3.7: Output air with the large velocity
velocity is increased to 1.8 m/s which is used to get the average output air velocity
of 7.2 m/s, the output air temperature and velocity is shown in Figure 3.7 where
the length of the pipe is kept at 0.25 m. From Figure 3.7(a), it is observed that the
air temperature uniformity is less than ±0.4oC for up to 41mm in radial distance
from the center. From Figure 3.7(b), it is observed that the largest difference in
the air velocity is 1.39 m/s for up to 45mm in radial distance from the center.
3.2.4 Design Summary for the Pipe
From the above sections, the pipe of the heat gun is chosen to be insulated by
shavings-planner red wood bark with a low thermal conductivity of 0.0375W/m·oC
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and 250 mm in length inclusive of the 30mm length of the coil-net. In the next
section, the use of the additional heat coil will be examined to further improve the
temperature uniformity of the output air.
3.3 Additional Coil
In case 4 of Section 3.2.1, we found that the temperature uniformity is 200 ±
2.4926 oC and the velocity uniformity is 5 ± 0.93 m/s for up to 45mm in radial
distance from the center. The velocity uniformity satisfies the design requirement
but the temperature uniformity needs to be further improved. In this section, some
improvements will be made to reduce the temperature difference.
From the previous simulation results, it is observed that the air temperature
drop significantly near the pipe wall. This area is the thermal boundary layer
where a temperature gradient exists because of the heat transfer between the air
inside the pipe and the pipe wall. To compensate for the loss, an additional section
of heater coil is added at a suitable distance away from the exit. This is shown in
Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: Additional coil
The location of the additional coil can be determined as follows. Different
locations of the additional coil are tested using FLUENT and GAMBIT. These
locations of the additional coil are from the beginning of the pipe to the end of
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(a) Additional coil model (b) Mesh model of the additional coil
Figure 3.9: Model of the additional coil in GAMBIT
the pipe at intervals of 0.02m. Here, the beginning of the pipe refers to the end
of the main resistive coils. The inner radius and outer radius of the additional
coil are 50mm and 51mm respectively. The cross-section of the additional coil
wire is a 6mm× 1mm rectangle where 6mm is along the pipe’s length (see Figure
3.8). The model of the additional coil in GAMBIT is shown in Figure 3.9 where
the location of the additional coil is in the middle of the pipe. The temperature
of the air input to the pipe is set at 140 oC, the velocity of the input air is 5m/s
and the input power to the additional coil is 6W which will be justified in Section
4.5. When the additional coil is not used, the output air temperature and velocity
obtained using FLUENT is as shown in Figure 3.10. The output air temperature
uniformity is 140 ± 1.5 oC. The velocity uniformity is 5 ± 0.89m/s (see Figure
3.10) for up to 45mm in radial distance from the center. When the additional
coil is used, the output air temperature and velocity obtained from FLUENT is
shown in Figure 3.11 where the distance between the end of the main coils and the
beginning of the additional coil is 0.1 m. The output air temperature uniformity
is 140 ± 0.3 oC. The velocity uniformity is 5 ± 0.9m/s (see Figure 3.11) for up
to 45mm in radial distance from the center. The use of the addition coil has
improved the temperature uniformity. Velocity uniformity is still acceptable by
the design requirements. The output air temperature with the additional coil
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(a) Output air temperature (b) Output air velocity
Figure 3.10: Output air without the additional coil
(a) Output air temperature (b) Output air velocity
Figure 3.11: Output air with the additional coil
located at different locations is shown in Figure 3.12(a). Figure 3.12(b) is a partial
amplification of Figure 3.12(a).
The temperature along the exit diameter is shown in Figure 3.12 where the
′′Distance′′ in the legend is the distance from the end of the main resistive coils
and the beginning of the additional coil. In Figure 3.12, it is shown that when
the additional coil is further away from the main coils, both ends of the curves are
much higher. This indicates that the air temperature near the pipe is higher when
the additional coil is nearer the exit of the pipe.
The maximum and minimum output air temperatures corresponding to the
different locations of the additional coil are shown in Figure 3.13 where x-axis
shows the distance from the starting point of the additional coil to the inlet of the
pipe. The two horizontal lines represent the maximum and the minimum output





























(a) Output air temperature































(b) Output air temperature
Figure 3.12: Comparison of the output air temperature
air temperatures without the additional coil. From Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13, it


























Figure 3.13: Maximum and minimum output air temperature
is observed that the temperature uniformity of the output section is the smallest
and less than 0.5 oC if the additional coil is located at 0.1m after the end of the
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main resistive coils. When no additional coil is used, the temperature uniformity
at the exit is 140± 1.5 oC. Thus the temperature uniformity is improved by using
the additional coil.
Thus, the two groups of coils, the main resistive coils and the additional coil,
can be used together to produce more uniform air temperature across the exit.
The power supplies to the two groups of coils are controlled separately to get the
desired results. This will be discussed in Chapter 4.
In the next section, heat recycling will be explored.
3.4 Heat Recycle
As the heat gun is required to output air at a high temperature and velocity, a high
power input to its resistive coils is required. The power (Holman, 1988) needed to
heat the air from ambient temperature, T0 (
oC), to a high temperature, T (oC), is
given by
P = ρcpυA(T − T0) (3.1)
where ρ = density of air (kg/m3),
cp = specific heat of air (J/kg ·o C),
υ = air velocity (m/s),
A = cross-section area of the exit (m2).
The cross-section area of the exit for the heat gun is 7.85 × 10−3m2. ρ and
cp are 0.8826 kg/m
3 and 1014 J/kg ·o C respectively at a temperature of 140 oC.
According to the design specifications, the air velocity has to be greater than 5m/s
and heated from 27 oC to 140 oC. From (3.1), if the air with a velocity of 5m/s is
needed to heat from 27 oC to 140 oC, the required power is 3970W . From Section
3.2.3, it was found that the air temperature is only raised from 27 oC to 145 oC
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with the output air velocity of 6.5m/s when the input power to the coils is 5300W .
This shows that a very high input power is required in this design.
In order to reduce the power consumption, a circulation path is created which
transfers the output hot air from the heat gun back to the input of the heat gun
for reuse. The schematic diagram of the heat gun with the heat recycle is shown
in Figure 3.14. The diameters of the outlet and inlet of the recycle pipe are equal
to that of the heat gun’s pipe outlet . If the energy efficiency coefficient of the
Figure 3.14: Heat gun with the heat recycle
recycle is 0.7, the above required power of 3970W and 5300W will be greatly
decreased because the power returned by the heat recycle are 3442W and 4635W
respectively according to (3.2).
P = 0.7ρcpυAT (3.2)
The efficiency coefficient of the recycle is closely related to the insulation of the
recycle pipe if the recycle pipe is well sealed (see Section 4.6). Hence the heat
recycle will improve the energy efficiency if the recycle pipe is well insulated and
sealed. Further analysis of the heat recycling will be given in Section 4.6
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3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the structure of the heat gun was discussed. Detailed parameters of
the pipe, the insulation material and the length, were investigated using FLUENT
and GAMBIT. In addition, the installation of an additional coil was proposed to
improve uniformity. The positioning of this coil was also investigated. Finally,
heat recycle was introduced to improve energy efficiency.
Chapter 4
Modeling of the Heat Gun
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the heat gun is modelled for the purpose of analysis and control
in the later chapters. According to Chapters 1 and 3, the main process of heating
air can be divided into three steps. Firstly, air is sucked into the chamber of
the heater by a rotating DC motor. Secondly, air is heated by the main electric
resistive coils. Finally, air passes through the pipe and exits as heated air with a
certain temperature. The heated air also satisfies certain temperature and velocity
uniformity requirements. In this heat gun, air near the exit of the pipe is reheated
by the additional coil to offset the heat loss during the air transfer in the pipe.
Heat recycle is also considered. Each of these steps is modelled in the following
sections.
4.2 Modeling of the DC Motor
DC motors are extremely versatile drives, capable of reversible operation over a
wide range of speeds, with accurate control of the speed at all times. They can be
controlled smoothly from zero speed to full speed in both directions. DC motors
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have a high torque-to-inertia ratio that gives quick response to control signals.
And for elaborate control, DC signal computation is easier than that of AC signal
(D’Azzo and Houpis, 1981). Therefore, in this project, a DC motor is selected to
drive the air through the heater pipe.
Figure 4.1 is a schematic diagram of an armature-controlled DC motor, where
the circuit on the left generates the magnetic field and the circuit on the right
generates the output torque.
Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of a DC motor
A variable voltage ea (V ) is applied to the armature winding.
Equation (4.1) shows the back emf, eb(t), generated from the motor speed
measured by the tachogenerator.
eb(t) = KEω(t) (4.1)
where KE is the feedback constant (V · s/rad), and ω is the rotation speed of the
DC motor in rad/s.
Taking Laplace transform and assuming zero initial conditions, we have
Eb(s) = KEΩ(s) . (4.2)
With the back emf, the resulting armature current, ia(t) satisfies the following





+Rmia(t) + eb(t) (4.3)
where Lm is the armature inductance, and Rm is the armature resistance.
Taking Laplace transform with zero initial conditions,
Ea(s) = LmsIa(s) +RmIa(s) + Eb(s) (4.4)
or
Ia(s) = [Ea(s)− Eb(s)]( 1
Rm + Lms
) . (4.5)
It is well known that the relationship between the armature current, ia, and
the torque, Tor (N ·m), produced by the DC motor is given by
Tor(t) = KT ia(t) (4.6)
where KT (N ·m/A) is the torque constant. The corresponding Laplace transform
is as follows
Tor(s) = KT Ia(s) . (4.7)





where J (N ·m · s2/rad) is the inertia of the motor and its load, and Γ(t) (N ·m)
is the net torque given by
Γ(t) = Tor(t)− Tload(t)−Bω(t) (4.9)
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= Tor(t)− Tload(t)−Bω(t) . (4.10)
The corresponding Laplace transform of (4.10) with zero initial conditions is as
follows,






The block diagram of an armature-controlled DC motor is illustrated in Figure
4.2, where Tload is modelled as a disturbance.
Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the DC motor
From the equations above, the transfer function of the DC motor’s rotational
speed is given by
Ω(s) =
KT
LmJs2 + (RmJ +BLm)s+KEKT +RmB
Ea(s)
− Rm + Lms
LmJs2 + (RmJ +BLm)s+KEKT +RmB
Tload(s) .
(4.13)
If Tload is very small, then (4.13) becomes
Ω(s) =
KT
LmJs2 + (RmJ +BLm)s+KEKT +RmB
Ea(s) . (4.14)
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The velocity of air driven by the motor can further be written as
υa(s) = knΩ(s) =
knKT
LmJs2 + (RmJ +BLm)s+KEKT +RmB
Ea(s) (4.15)
where kn is a coefficient determined by the shape of the motor vanes. Here, the
length of the motor vane is selected as 4cm. The average υa with respect to the













dx = 0.02ω . (4.16)
Using the value of the average υa to substitute the value of υa, we obtain kn = 0.02.
An example of a permanent-magnet armature-controlled DC motor1 has coef-
ficients shown in Table 4.1. The DC motor can drive the air to the rated velocity
of 10.472m/s with kn = 0.02.
Rated speed ωmax 523.6 (rad/s) or 5000 (r/min)
Rated armature current I 21 (A)
Feedback constant KE 0.18 (V · s/rad)
Torque constant KT 0.18 (N ·m/A)
Armature resistance Rm 0.5 (Ω)
Armature inductance Lm 0.0092 (H)
Armature moment of inertia J 1.573×10−2 (N ·m · s2)
Armature viscous friction B 1.0×10−4 (N ·m · s/rad)
Table 4.1: Parameters of a DC motor





0.1447s2 + 7.866s+ 32.45
. (4.17)
1It is produced by Shanghai JUFENG LTD.
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4.3 Modeling of the Main Electric Resistive Coils
In this heat gun, the main electric resistive coils are placed at the inlet of the pipe
which connects to the chamber which houses the DC motor vanes. Air driven by
the motor flows over the heated coils and passes through the pipe. Figure 4.3(a)
Figure 4.3: Modeling of the main electric resistive coils
shows the schematic diagram of the overall heater. Figure 4.3(b) displays the A-A
cross-sectional view. In the modeling of the coils, it is assumed that the air is an
incompressible ideal gas. The input air temperature before the hot coils is Tin and
the output air temperature after the hot coils is Ta. It is known that the closer
the air approaches the coils, the higher the air temperature. In this heater, the
required air velocity is greater than 5m/s, and the thermal conductivity of air is
very small. So compared to the temperature Ta, the difference between Tin and
the ambient temperature, T0, should be small and this difference can be neglected.
We thus assume that Tin equals the ambient temperature, T0.
A diagram modeling the main resistive coils is presented in Figure 4.4. The
layout of these main resistive coils is given in Chapter 3. As mentioned there,
the coils are evenly spread from the entrance of the pipe to 30mm further away
along the pipe. If this part of the pipe is well insulated, a mathematical model
of the temperature of the air can be developed using the energy conservation law
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(Holman, 1988) in the control volume (see Figure 4.4) as follows:






where Pin = power input to coils (W ),
E = internal energy of coils and air in the control volume (J),
Eo = energy out of the control volume taken by air (J),
Ei = energy into the control volume taken by air (J).
Figure 4.4: Analysis of the main electric resistive coils
Supposing that air is an ideal gas and air in the control volume is mixed well,
then the air temperature in the control volume is equal to the air temperature at
the output of the control volume. Considering the boundary of the control volume,
the rate of transfer of energy, which is taken out from the control volume by air
whose initial temperature is Tin, is given by
d(Eo − Ei)
dt
= m˙acpa(Ta − Tin) (4.19)
where cpa = specific heat of air (J/kg.
oC),
Ta= air temperature in the control volume (
oC),
Tin = air temperature at the inlet of the control volume (
oC),
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m˙a = air mass flow rate through the control volume(kg/s).
Tin is constant because it is assumed that Tin is approximately equal to the
ambient temperature, T0.













where Qa = air flow rate (m
3/s), which is determined by the air velocity,
υa = air velocity (m/s),
dV = the volume of the air out of the control volume during the time interval
dt (m3),
dX = the distance travelled by the air out of the control volume during the
time interval dt (m),
ka = cross sectional area of the control volume (m
2).











where ρa = density of air (kg/m
3), assumed constant,
ρr = density of coils (kg/m
3),
Tr= temperature of coils (
oC),
Va = volume of the space (air) exclusive of coils in the control volume (m
3),
Vr = volume of coils (m
3),
cpr = specific heat of coils (J/kg.
oC).
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where T ′a = Ta − Tin ≈ Ta − T0 (oC),
T ′r = Tr − Tin ≈ Tr − T0 (oC),
T0 = ambient temperature (
oC),
Applying conservation of energy to the resistive coils (Kreith and Bohn, 1986),
we have
Pin − h¯Ar(Tr − Ta) = Vrcprρr dTr
dt
(4.25)
where h¯Ar(Tr − Ta) = the heat transferred from the coils to the air mainly by
convection and ignoring radiation,
h¯ = mean convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2.oC),
Ar = surface area of the resistive coils (m
2).
Equation (4.25) can then be written as




Taking Laplace transform of (4.24) and (4.26) and rearranging after eliminating





(ρaVacpaρrVrcpr)s2 + (ρaVacpah¯Ar + ρrVrcprh¯Ar + ρaQacpaρrVrcpr)s+ ρaQacpah¯Ar
.
(4.27)




where I = current in the resistive coils (A),
R= resistance of resistive coils (Ω).
Accordingly, the transfer diagram from I to Ta is shown in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Transfer diagram of the main resistive coils
In practice, we often choose a material with high electrical resistivity as the
heater coils. An example of such material is Fe-Cr-Al. The characteristics of this
material is shown in Table 4.2. In this project, the output cross sectional area of
the control volume is 7.85 × 10−3m2 because the radius of the control volume is
50mm. Hence ka = 7.85× 10−3 m2.
Main chemical composition Cr 12-15% Al 4.0-6.0% Fe rest
Maximum continuous service temperature 1200oC
Melting point 1500oC
Resistivity at 20oC 1.25±0.08(Ω.mm2/m)
Density 7.3 g/cm3
Specific heat 0.49(KJ/kg.oC)
Coefficient of thermal conductivity 14.65(W/m.oC)
Length 4.5 m
Diameter 0.5 mm
Table 4.2: Characteristics of Fe-Cr-Al resistive coil
If the resistive wire in the control volume is 4.5m long with a cross-section as
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a rectangle of 6mm× 1mm, we obtain
the surface area of the coils: Ar = 0.063 (m
2)
the volume of the coils: Vr = 2.7× 10−5 (m3),
the air space in the control volume: Va = 2.0862× 10−4(m3).
If the ambient temperature is assumed to be 24 (oC),
the density of air, ρa = 1.1774 (kg/m
3) and
the specific heat of air, cpa = 1006 (J.kg/
oC).
Substituting numerical values into (4.27) and choosing h¯ = 25 W/m2.oC which





23.865s2 + (152.501 + 897.996υa)s+ 14.644υa
. (4.29)
4.4 Modeling of the Heat Transfer in the Pipe
As the air flows over the heated coils, it heats up according to (4.29). This hot air
then passes through the pipe of the heat gun, and in so doing, heat is transferred
onto the pipe’s wall. There is thus heat loss from the hot air. In order to reduce the
heat loss from the hot air inside the pipe to the surrounding air outside the pipe,
some insulation is mounted around the outside wall of the pipe. The schematic
diagram for this process is shown in Figure 4.6.
From the basic law of heat transfer, it is known that the heat loss from the
inner radius of the pipe to the outer surface of the insulation for an element of





where dq = differential heat flow through an element of length, dl (W ),
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Figure 4.6: Modeling of the heat transfer in the insulated pipe
T1 = temperature of inner surface of the pipe (
oC),
T2 = temperature of outer surface of the pipe’s insulation (
oC),
ΣRd = total differential thermal resistance from the inner radius of the pipe
to the outer surface of the insulation along the length of dl (oC/W ).
ΣRd is composed of two parts. One is the thermal conductivity resistance of









where d = inner diameter of the pipe (m),
d1 = outer diameter of the pipe and inner diameter of the cylindrical insula-
tion (m),
d2 = outer diameter of the cylindrical insulation (m),
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km = thermal conductivity of the insulation (W/m ·o C),
k = thermal conductivity of the pipe (W/m ·o C).
In the pipe, it can be assumed that the temperature of air inside the pipe equals
the temperature of the inner surface of the pipe along the axial length. That is
T1 = Tb, where Tb =bulk temperature (
oC) of air flow inside the pipe at the location
l.
Then (4.30) can be written as follows:





· dl . (4.32)
The minus sign signifies heat loss.
In the axial direction of the pipe, the heat loss along the differential length of
the pipe can also be expressed as follows:
dq = m˙cpadTb (4.33)
where cpa = specific heat of air (J/kg ·o C),





where υa = air velocity (m/s),
d = inner diameter of the pipe (m),
ρa = density of air (kg/m
3).
Combining (4.32), (4.33) and (4.34), we have
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Solving (4.35) and using the boundary conditions, where l = 0, Tb = Ta, the
solution of Tb is given by
Tb = Tae
−l/C + (1− e−l/C)T2 (4.36)







, is a constant. If υa goes to zero, it means
that there is no air flow, thus there is no heat transferred by convection. Thus Tb
approaches T2 if υa goes to zero. At the same time, T2 will be equal to the ambient
temperature, T0, since there is no hot air flow at all.
At l = L, the expression of the exit temperature, T , across the outlet section
of the pipe is
T = Tae
−L/C + (1− e−L/C)T2 . (4.37)
Equation (4.37) gives the steady state output temperature of the pipe.
If the time delay is considered due to the time it takes for air to go through the
pipe, (4.37) becomes
T (s) = [Tae
−L/C + (1− e−L/C)T2]e−(L/υa)s . (4.38)
The pipe’s output and input temperature relationship is shown in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: Block diagram of the heat transfer in the pipe
In order to decide d2, the thickness of the insulation can be selected such that
T2 (the temperature of the external surface of the insulation) equals a given tem-
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perature while the hot air in the pipe attains the maximum temperature permitted.
It is known that heat is transferred from the insulation surface to the surround-
ing air mostly by convection and radiation. According to the Stefan-Boltzman law




)4 − (T0 + 273.16
55.55
)4] (4.39)
where Qr = heat transfer by radiation (W/m
2),
ε = surface emittance,
T2 = temperature of insulation’s outer surface (
oC),
T0 = temperature of ambient air (
oC).
In the case of convection taking place at the surface of the insulation, the heat
transfer via natural convection as given by Langmuir (Malloy, 1969) is
Qc = 1.957(T2 − T0)5/4 (4.40)
where Qc = heat transfer by convection (W/m
2).





)4 − (T0 + 273.16
55.55
)4] + 1.957(T2 − T0)5/4 . (4.41)
In practice, (4.32) is not used to calculate the thickness of the insulation because
it does not lead to easy reference (Malloy, 1969). A more common method of
calculating heat transfer is to base all heat transfer on the outer surface of insulation
and to use thermal conductance, fm, in the heat transfer formulae to arrive at
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where fm = 2k/(d1 − d) (W/m2 ·o C) is the thermal conductance of the pipe wall.
It is clear that at steady state, the heat transferred from the hot air in the pipe
to the inner surface of the insulation is equal to the heat transfer from the surface
of the insulation to the surrounding air. So we can get the thickness of insulation
by combining (4.41) and (4.42).
For example, we may set the maximum Tb as 200
oC, the surface temperature
of the insulation T2 ≤ 50oC and select one type of insulation with thermal conduc-
tivity km = 0.07211W/m ·o C. The rest of the variables are set as
ambient temperature, T0 = 24
oC,
emittance, ε= 0.85 (Malloy, 1969),
fm= 12.489026W/m
2 ·o C where k = 0.0125W/m ·o C,
d1= 102 mm.
From (4.41), Q is calculated as
Q=266.9571 (W/m2)
Substituting this Q into (4.42), we obtain d2 = 159(mm) which means that the
insulation having a thickness bigger than 28.5mm can meet the requirement. By













which gives the same d2.
We can also select other types of the insulation materials which have smaller
thermal conductivities in order to minimize the outer surface temperature of the
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insulation. In this way, the difference in temperature between the insulation’s outer
surface and the ambient can be ignored.
Suppose the parameters of the insulation material and the pipe material are
selected as in Table 4.3. Setting the temperature of air in the pipe to be 200oC,
material conductivity in normal
(W/m ·o C) emittance ε
insulation Shavings-Planner 0.0375 0.83-0.92
Red Wood Bark
pipe steel with less 0.6% carbon 41.82
Table 4.3: Parameters of the insulation and the pipe
with the maximum surface temperature of the insulation being no more than 30oC,
the thickness of the insulation is computed to be at least 82mm.
Finally, with d2 = 266mm, d1 = 102mm, d = 100mm, L = 220mm, ε = 0.85,
ρa = 1.1774 kg/m
3, cpa = 1006 J/kg ·o C and C = 37.8453υa, (4.38) becomes
T = [e−0.00581/υaTa + (1− e−0.00581/υa) · T2]e−(0.22/υa)s . (4.44)
If υa approaches zero, T approaches T2 which is the surface temperature of the
insulation. In that case, T2 will be equal to the ambient temperature, T0.
The block diagram of the models of the DC motor, the heating coils, the pipe
and its insulation is shown in Figure 4.8. It can be seen that the air velocity
is closely coupled to the output air temperature. The effects will be shown in
simulations in Chapter 5.
4.5 Modeling of the Additional Coil
The role of the additional coil near the exit of the pipe was explained in Chapter
3. For the purpose of control of this additional coil, the model of the additional
coil is now derived. Its schematic diagram is shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.8: Block diagram of the main parts of the heat gun
Like the model of the main resistive coils proposed in Section 4.3, the model
of the additional coil can be similarly analyzed. The control volume controlled by
the additional coil is shown in Figure 4.9, where area 1 is assumed to be the space
where the air temperature is raised by the additional coil.
Using the energy conservation law, (4.18), in the control volume of the addi-
tional coil, then the differential equation for this control volume can be written as
in (4.45) and (4.48) where Tadd0 (
oC), the initial temperatures of air and the coil
in the control volume of the additional coil are assumed to be equal to Tinadd (
oC),







= Pinadd − ρacpaQaddT ′add (4.45)
where cpa = specific heat of air (J/kg.
oC),
cpr = specific heat of the additional coil (J/kg.
oC),
Vadd = volume of area 1 (m
3),
Vradd = volume of the additional coil, (m
3)
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Figure 4.9: Control volume of the additional coil
ρa = density of air (kg/m
3),
ρr = density of the additional coil (kg/m
3),
Tadd = average air temperature at the outlet of area 1 (
oC),
Tradd = temperature of the additional coil (
oC),
T ′add = Tadd − Tinadd (oC),
T ′radd = Tradd − Tinadd (oC),
Pinadd = power input to the additional coil (W ),
Qadd = air flow rate of area 1 (m
3/s), which is determined by υadd (m/s), the
velocity of air in area 1, and kadd (m
2), the cross sectional area of area 1.
Qadd = kaddυadd (4.46)
Applying conservation of energy to the additional coil (Kreith and Bohn, 1986),
we have
Pinadd − h¯rAradd(Tradd − Tadd) = Vraddcprρr dTradd
dt
(4.47)
where h¯rAr(Tradd− Tadd) = the heat transferred from the additional coil to the air
in area 1 by convection (W ),
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h¯r = mean convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m
2.oC),
Aradd = surface area of the additional resistive coil (m
2).
(4.47) is then written as













The block diagram from Pinadd to Tadd is shown in Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: Block diagram of the additional coil
Setting the cross-section of the additional coil wire as a 6mm× 1mm rectangle
where 6mm is along the pipe’s length, we obtain
Vadd = 4.71× 10−5 m3 and kadd = 7.85× 10−3 m2.
The temperature of the air at the output of the heat gun were investigated in
Chapter 3. When the hot air moves through the pipe, a great amount of heat is
lost to the pipe wall by the air near the pipe wall. Hence, the air temperature
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across the cross-section of the outlet will be non-uniform and the air temperature
at the center of the outlet is higher than the air temperature on other places across
the outlet section. With the additional coil, the air with the average temperature,
Tinadd, at the inlet of area 1, will heat up to approach the temperature, Tcen, at the
center of the inlet of area 1. This will help to improve the temperature uniformity.
For the application of the additional coil whose transfer function is shown in
(4.49), Tcen needs to be identified. Tcen changes with T . Suppose the additional coil
is used after T becomes stable, T can be seen as a constant in this process. Then
Tcen can be seen as a constant too under this condition. Under these conditions,
the power requirement, Pinadd, can also be determined.
4.5.1 Tcen for the Additional Coil
From the previous analysis in Chapter 3, it is observed that the air temperature at
the center of the outlet is higher than the air temperature at other points across the
outlet section. Thus, the average air temperature is lower than the air temperature
at the center, it shows that Tinadd is less than Tcen. To improve the temperature
uniformity, it is required to reduce the difference between Tinadd and Tcen. Because
Tcen cannot be decreased if the air velocity is constant, the improvement of the air
temperature uniformity is then realized by increasing Tinadd to approach Tcen.
The transfer function of the additional coil is proposed in (4.49). The values of
Tcen, which will decide the set point of Tadd, has to be identified for this transfer
function.
Suppose the input air temperature and velocity in the pipe are 140 oC and
5m/s respectively. Around 140 oC, some properties of air are listed as follows
(Holman, 1997):
Density ρa = 0.8826 kg/m
3,
Specific heat cpa = 1014 J/kg ·o C,
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Kinematic viscosity νa = 25.9× 10−6 m2/s,
Prandtl number Pr = 0.689.
Figure 4.11: Schematic diagram of y and x for (4.50) and (4.52) respectively
For turbulent flow in a tube with Pr ≈ 1, the temperature distribution (Burmeister,
1993) along the radial distance of the inlet of area 1 can be written as
Ty − Tw




where y = radial distance (m) from the pipe wall as shown in Figure 4.11,
Ty = air temperature in the radial location of y, located on the inlet section
of area 1, (oC),
Tcen = air temperature in the center of the inlet of area 1 (
oC),
Tw = temperature of the pipe wall (
oC),
r0 = radius of the pipe (m).
According to (4.50), when Tcen approaches a certain temperature, Ty at other
radial distances are less than Tcen. Tinadd is supposed to be the average temperature
of Ty along the radial distance of the inlet section. From (4.50), the average
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7 (Tcen − Tw) + Tw (4.51)
where r (m) is the radius corresponding to the location of y and r0 (m) is the
radius of the pipe. When r = 0, T¯y = Tinadd.
To obtain Tw for (4.51), consider (4.52) (Bejan, 1995) which is suitable for the
turbulent duct flow,
q′′




where νa = kinematic viscosity of air (m
2/s)=25.9×10−6 m2/s,
q′′= heat flux (W/m2),
x= axial distance from the inlet of the pipe (m), which is 0.1m for the inlet
of area 1 (shown in Figure 4.11).
q′′ can be obtained from (4.41). Setting T2 = 30 oC, T0 = 24 oC and ε = 0.85,
we get
q′′ = −50.13 W/m2.
Substituting this q′′ = −50.13 W/m2, cpa and νa back into (4.52), we obtain
Tcen = Tw + 9.8706/(υa)
0.8
. (4.53)
It is seen that Tcen approaches the temperature of the pipe wall, Tw when υa goes
to infinity.
Substituting (4.53) into (4.51) and setting r0=0.05 m and r = 0 m where
y = 0.05 m = 5 cm, we get
Tcen = T¯y|y=0.05 + 1.234/(υa)0.8 , (4.54)
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where T¯y|y=0.05m is the average air temperature from r = 0 to r = 0.05m (see
(4.51)),
or
Tcen = Tinadd + 1.234/(υa)
0.8 (4.55)
We can assume that
Tinadd = T and υadd = υa.
where T and υa are the average temperature and average velocity of the output
air respectively. Therefore,
Tcen = T + 1.234/(υa)
0.8
. (4.56)
From (4.56), it is seen that Tcen approaches T when υa goes to infinity. Equation
(4.56) shows that for a given set point temperature, T , and air velocity, υa, the
center temperature, Tcen, will always be higher according to this equation.
If the output air temperature and velocity of the pipe are 140 oC and 5 m/s
respectively, from (4.56), we get
Tcen = 140.3405
oC (4.57)
As discussed before, Tadd is proposed to be improved to approach Tcen by the
additional coil. However, when the average temperature at the outlet of area 1, Tadd
is increased by the additional coil, the air temperature at the center of the outlet
of area 1 will also be slightly increased by the additional coil. It will reduce the
effectiveness of the additional coil on the air temperature uniformity. Therefore,
Tadd is not required to improve to the exact magnitude of Tcen. Thus suppose the
temperature difference between Tinadd and Tcen is required to reduce by half times
for this heat gun, the steady power input, derived from (4.45) and (4.46), for the
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Substituting (4.57) into (4.58), we obtain
Pinadd = 0.8826 · 7.85× 10−3 · 5 · 1014 · 140.3405− 140
2
= 6 (W ) . (4.59)
The result was used in the FLUENT simulations in Chapter 3.
Using FLUENT to check (4.51), (4.53) and (4.56), the results are shown in
Figure 4.12. T¯y at different y is shown in Figure 4.12(a) where υa and Tcen are kept
at 5m/s and 140 oC respectively. Figure 4.12(b) shows T¯ under the conditions
that Tcen is kept at 140
oC and υa is changed. In Figure 4.12(c), T¯ is obtained
under the conditions that υa is kept at 5m/s while Tcen is changed. It is seen that












(a) T¯y for different r (r = r0 − y)


















(b) T¯y|y=0.05 for different υa



















(c) T¯y|y=0.05 for different Tcen
Figure 4.12: T¯ from FLUENT and from (4.51) and (4.53)
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T¯y obtained from (4.51), (4.53) and (4.56) is relative close to those obtained from
FLUENT, indicating that the analysis is quite accurate.
4.6 Modeling of the Heat Recycle
The heat recycle is shown in Figure 4.13, where ta is the delay time caused by
the hot air going through the recycle pipe, 1 − µ is the percentage of the fall in
the air temperature at the beginning and end of the heat recycle, and Pc denotes
the power of the air at the end of the heat recycle. From Figure 3.14 and 4.13, it
Figure 4.13: Process diagram for heating air by using the heat recycle
is clear that the input air temperature to the main resistive coils, Tin, is changed
when the heat recycle is used. When the model of the resistive coils is proposed in
Section 4.3, Tin is set as the ambient temperature, T0. If the heat recycle is used
and the air in the chamber is mixed well, the change in Tin can be expressed in




+ ρaQacpaTin − ρaQa0cpaT0 (4.60)
where ρa = density of air (kg/m
3),
cpa = specific heat of air (J/kg.
oC),
Qac = air flow rate on the outlet of the heat recycle pipe (m
3/s),
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Qa0 = air flow rate on the inlet of the heat gun (m
3/s),
Qa = air flow rate on the input of the coil net (m
3/s),
Tc = air temperature on the outlet of the heat recycle pipe (
oC),
Tin = air temperature on the input to the coil net (
oC),
T0 = ambient temperature (
oC),
Vc = volume of the chamber (m
3).
When air passes through the heat recycling pipe, the air flow rate and the air
temperature will drop. The loss in the air flow rate is small if the heat recycle is
well sealed. This loss is assumed to be zero. Together with the assumption that
air is incompressible, we have
Qac +Qa0 = Qa = total air flow rate. (4.61)
Due to the heat loss during the heat recycle pipe, Tc may be expressed as
Tc(t) = µT (t− ta) (4.62)
where 1− µ = percentage of the fall in the air temperature,
ta = transport lag (s) due to air flow from the output of the heat gun to the
output of the heat recycle pipe.
µ is considered as the efficiency coefficient of the heat recycle, and ta may be
expressed as
ta = la/υa (4.63)
where la = length of the heat recycle pipe (m),
υa = air velocity (m/s).
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Then (4.60) becomes
µρaQaccpaT (t− la/υa) = ρaVccpadTin(t)
dt
+ ρaQacpaTin(t)− ρa(Qa −Qac)cpaT0 .
(4.64)
Thus, (4.64) represents a model for the heat recycle unit. Taking Laplace trans-
form of (4.64) and setting the initial conditions for Tin as ambient temperature,






T (s)e−la/υa + T0 . (4.65)
The block transfer diagram of the heat recycle is shown in Figure 4.14.
Figure 4.14: Block transfer diagram of the heat recycle
The overall system including heat recycle is shown in Figure 4.15. This figure
shows the effect of the air flow rate, Qa (υa), affecting the exit air temperature, T .
At the same time, ambient temperature, To, and the external temperature of the
insulation act as disturbances to the system. The simulations for this system will
be shown in Chapter 5.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, models of each part of the heat gun are proposed, including the
DC motor, main resistive coils, the pipe with insulation, the additional coil and
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Figure 4.15: Block transfer diagram of the main parts of the heat gun
the heat recycle. These models will be used in the following chapters to determine




The models obtained from Chapter 4 are used to simulate the system character-
istics. The DC motor, the main resistive coils, the pipe and the additional coil
are first considered independently. In Sections 5.6 and 5.7, the complete system
without and with heat recycle is respectively simulated. MATLAB is used to carry
out the simulations presented in this chapter.
5.2 Simulation of the DC Motor
The model obtained in Section 4.2 is used to simulate the DC motor.
The input armature voltage, ea, is changed to different constants whose mag-
nitudes are noted in Figure 5.1 where Tload is zero. As expected, the steady state
speed of the motor changes for different ea. While ea is kept at 31V , load distur-
bance, Tload = 1N ·m is applied as shown in Figure 5.2(a). The response to this
load disturbance is shown in Figure 5.2(b).
From Figure 5.1, it is clear that the output speed increases when the input ea
increases. From Figure 5.2, with ea = 50V , it is found that the load disturbance
62
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Figure 5.1: Responses with different inputs to DC motor

























Figure 5.2: Response of the DC motor to Tload
caused a drop in the output speed of the motor. This result is consistent with the
open loop operation of the DC motor.
5.3 Simulation of the Main Resistive Coils
The model obtained in Section 4.3 is now used to simulate the process of air
passing through the main resistive coils. We know that this partial system can be
represented by (4.24) and (4.26).
When the velocity of the air is set as in Figure 5.3(a) and Pin is 5000 W , the
temperature of the air after the main resistive coils is shown in Figure 5.3(b) and
5.3(c) which is the partial amplification of Figure 5.3(b). From 5.3(c), it is found
that after the resistive coils are heated up, the response of the coils to a change
in the air velocity is relatively fast compared to the initial response when the coils
are at ambient temperature. As expected, when the air flow over the coils drops,
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the air temperature increases, as the air takes a relatively longer time to flow over
the coils and hence is heated up to a higher temperature.























(b) Air temperature out of the heater coils










(c) Air temperature out of the heater coils
Figure 5.3: Response of the main resistive coils to the air velocity change
Keeping the same input power, Pin = 5000W , and changing the input air ve-
locity, the output air temperature of the main resistive coils is shown in Figure 5.4.
From Figure 5.4, it is found that when the air velocity increases, the steady state




















Figure 5.4: Air temperature out of the heater coils with different input air velocities
air temperature decreases. The influence of the air velocity on the air temperature
is significant.
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5.4 Simulation of the Heat Transfer in the Pipe
In Section 4.4, the heat transfer in the pipe is analyzed. The model in (4.44) is
now simulated under the condition that the temperature of the air at the input of
the pipe is at Ta = 140
oC.
Setting T0 = 24
oC, υa = 5 m/s, the pipe length, L = 220 mm, the response of
the air temperature at the exit of the pipe is shown in Figure 5.5.












Figure 5.5: Response of the pipe
Keeping the length of the pipe at 220 mm and changing the air velocity, υa
from 0.001 m/s to 10 m/s, the output air temperature, T , is shown in Figure 5.6.
Similar to the analysis in Section 4.4, T approaches the the insulation surface’s
temperature, T2, when υa is close to zero. From Figure 5.6, it can be seen that
when the air velocity increases, the output air temperature increases because the
heat loss from hot air inside the pipe to the pipe wall decreases when the air velocity
increases. When air velocity is above 1 m/s shown in Figure 5.6, the output air
temperature is almost invariable.
5.5 Simulation of the Additional Coil
In Section 4.5, the parameters of the additional coil are obtained as
Vadd = 4.71× 10−5 m3,
Tcen = T + 1.234/(υa)
0.8,
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Figure 5.6: Air temperature from the heater pipe
Qadd = kaddυadd = 7.85× 10−3υa,
Vradd = 1.9038× 10−6 m3,
Aradd = 4.44× 10−3 m2,
h¯r = 25 W/m
2.oC,
ρa = 0.8826 kg/m
3,
ρr = 7300 kg/m
3,
cpa = 1014 J/kg.
oC,
cpr = 490 J/kg.
oC,
with the assumption that υadd = υa and Tinadd = T .





0.287s2 + (0.761 + 47.842υa)s+ 0.780υa
. (5.1)
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When υa = 5 m/s, the two poles of (5.1) are at s1 = −836.1196 and s2 =
−0.0163. Due to the small magnitude of s2, we can predict that the response of
the additional coil is slow.
Using (4.45) and (4.48), Setting υa = 5 m/s, Pinadd = 10 W and T = 140
oC
(Tinadd = 140
oC), the response of the additional coil is shown in Figure 5.7. From











Figure 5.7: Response of the additional coil
Figure 5.7, it is found that the response of this part is slow because the internal
energy change of the additional coil is considered.
5.6 Simulation of the Complete System without
Heat Recycle and Additional Coil
This section shows the simulation of the whole heat gun without the heat recycle
and the additional coil. The complete model (without the heat recycle and the
additional coil) is divided into two parts as shown in Figure 5.8. The two parts are
the motor and the heater and Figure 5.8 shows the interaction between them.
In the simulation, the input to the DC motor, ea, is set as 50V and the input
to the main resistive coils, Pin, is 5000W . The response of the system is shown in
Figure 5.9, where Figure 5.9(c) is the partial amplification of the initial response
from Figure 5.9(b). In Figure 5.9(c), the small oscillation in the T is due to the
starting of the DC motor and the time delay term, e−(0.22/υa)s, which is due to
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Figure 5.8: Division of the main heat gun system
the air movement in the pipe. It is seen that it is about 0.12 sec before the air
temperature starts rising from the ambient temperature of 24 oC.
When the system reaches steady state at about 500 sec, a load disturbance,
Tload shown in Figure 5.10(a), is added to the DC motor. The response of the
system is shown in Figure 5.10(b) and Figure 5.10(c).
From Figure 5.10, it is found that Tload has a big effect on the speed of the DC
motor and the output air temperature of the heater.
From Figure 4.8, it is clear that the air temperature is related to the motor
speed. From Figure 5.4, it can be seen that Ta increases as the air velocity reduces.
This same relationship is seen in Figures 5.10(a), 5.10(b) and 5.10(c).
5.7 Simulation with the Heat Recycle
From the simulation result in Section 5.6, it is found that an input power of 5000W
to the main resistive coils is required to produce hot air at a velocity of 5.5m/s and
temperature of 120 oC. This system is therefore very costly to operate continuously.
Therefore, heat recycle is adopted to improve energy efficiency.
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(b) Output air temperature







(c) Output air temperature
Figure 5.9: Response of the heat gun (without the heat recycle and additional coil)







































Figure 5.10: Response of the main parts to Tload
For a spherical chamber of radius 100mm, its volume is Vc = 4.1867×10−3 m3.
In addition,
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cpa = 1006 J/kg.
oC,
ρa = 1.1774 kg/m
3,
ka = 7.85×10−3 m2,
and we set the ambient temperature, T0, as 24
oC,
the length of the heat recycle pipe, la, as 2m,
the efficiency coefficient of heat recycle , µ, as 0.7 (70%).
Substituting these values into (4.64) and simulating in MATLAB, we obtain
the new response of the heating process shown in Figure 5.11(a), where Ea = 50V
and Pin = 5000W which are the same as the setting in Section 5.6.

























Figure 5.11: Output air temperature with the heat recycle
Comparing with Figure 5.9(b), we see that the air temperature is much higher
when the heat recycle is used with the power remaining the same. This result
shows that if the air temperature is to be maintained at around the same value as
that in Figure 5.9(b), Pin should be reduced to 1900 W whose result is shown in
Figure 5.11(b).
5.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, each part of the heat gun has been simulated. From the simulations,
we find that the load disturbance has an effect on the air velocity and temperature.
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The response of the main resistive coils and the additional coil are not fast, and
the power needed to raise the air temperature is high when there is no heat recycle.
In later chapters, different controllers are designed for the heat gun using several
strategies while heat recycle is used.
Chapter 6
Design of PID Controllers
6.1 Introduction
In Section 5.6, we divided the main system into two parts (see Figure 5.8), the
motor and the heater part comprising the main electric resistive coils and the
insulated pipe. In addition, the additional resistive coil is used to compensate for
heat loss to the walls of the pipe. To control the heat gun, we control these three
subsystems to achieve the desired air temperature and velocity profiles. The first
is the motor for controlling the air velocity. The second is the heater for controlling
the air temperature. The third is the additional coil for controlling the temperature
of the air near the exit of the pipe so as to improve the temperature uniformity.
This heat gun is required to produce hot air with uniform temperature and
velocity. Any oscillation of the output air temperature and velocity should be
as small as possible at steady state. The temperature and velocity uniformities
should be no more than 0.5 oC at 140 oC and 1m/s at 5m/s respectively. Thus,
the steady state error of the air temperature and velocity outputs must be less
than these uniformities.
To begin with, PID controllers are first designed to control the heat gun because
PID controllers are widely used in the industry. In this chapter, the controllers for
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every subsystem is designed independently.
6.2 Design of the PID Controllers
In theory, the PID controller is given by









The closed-loop system is shown in Figure 6.1 where Rυ is the set point for the air
velocity.
Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the motor with PID controller
With the PID controller in (6.1), the transfer function for the closed-loop system
in Figure 6.1 is given by
Gnm(s) =
CKpTiTds
2 + CKpTis+ CKp
Tis3 + (TiA+ CKpTiTd)s2 + (TiB + CKpTi)s+ CKp
. (6.3)
The desired closed loop characteristic polynomial for the system in (6.3) can
be determined by the choice of a good settling time and maximum overshoot.
Since (6.3) is a second order system, one pole should be chosen far away from the
imaginary axis so that it has little impact on the system response. Suppose that
the settling time is chosen as 2 sec and the maximum overshoot is 5%, then the
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desired dominant poles given by the solutions of s2 + 4s+ 8 = 0 will satisfy these
specifications. The additional pole is chosen at −60. Then from pole placement
calculations, Kp = 0.9704, Ti = 0.0478 and Td = 0.3993. The simulation result of
the closed-loop system is shown in Figure 6.2, where the air velocity set point is
5m/s. A load torque of 1N ·m is added at time 8 sec. Comparing with the open













Figure 6.2: Response of the motor part with the PID controller
loop response in Figure 5.10(b), it is seen that the closed-loop system maintains
zero steady state error after the disturbance, Tload, has been applied.
The analysis of the heating process is similar to that of the DC motor. The










where kf ≈ e−0.00581/υa is the gain caused by the heat loss across the pipe (see
(4.44)), and the time delay, a = 0.22/υa, is caused by the air movement through
the pipe.
Thus the transfer function of the heating process can be written as
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The closed-loop system of the heating process with a PID controller is shown in
Figure 6.3 where T0 is the ambient temperature and RT is the set point for the air
temperature.
Figure 6.3: Block diagram of the heating process with the PID controller
Suppose υa = 5m/s, the time delay, 0.22/υa = 0.044 sec, is very small because
of the short pipe and the high air velocity. To simplify, the time delay is not con-
sidered in designing the PID controller for the heating process. Then the simplified
closed-loop transfer function can be written as in (6.7):
Gnh(s) =
CkfKpTiTds
2 + CkfKpTis+ CkfKp
Tis3 + (TiA+ CkfKpTiTd)s2 + (TiB + CkfKpTi)s+ CkfKp
(6.7)
Since (6.7) and (6.3) are similar, the choice of the PID parameters for the
heating process is similar to that for the motor part. However, some properties of
the heating process need to be considered. From Figure 5.4, it is observed that
the response of the main resistive coils is very slow. Although fast response is
needed, the expense of this requirement is a high input power to the main resistive
coils. This will also cause a large overshoot which can only be reduced theoretically
by applying a negative power to the heater coils which is equivalent to a cooling
process. Since cooling is not allowed for in the design, the input power to the main
resistive coils is then set to zero so as to reduce the overshoot. This power constraint
has to be considered in the design of the PID controllers. The requirements of the
closed-loop system are set as follows:
(a) The maximum overshoot should not exceed 2 oC when the desired output is
140 oC. Hence the maximum overshoot should be less than 1.4%.
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(b) A fast response is required. From Figure 5.9(b), the open loop settling time
is about 230 sec. Thus, the settling time is arbitrarily selected as 110 sec.
Like the motor part, in addition to two dominant poles, one more pole should
be selected as the closed loop is a third order system. Since υa is around 5m/s in
this design, kf = e
−0.00581/υa = 0.9988. Selecting the third pole at −30, we obtain
Kp = 68.3143, Ti = 15.1626, Td = 1.1005, ζ = 0.8040 and ωn = 0.0995. Using these
parameters, the maximum overshoot exceeds the desired value. This is because of
ζ. Reselecting ζ = 1.5, we obtain Kp = 68.2072, Ti = 52.6878, Td = 1.1022.
The closed loop response is shown in Figure 6.4 where the air velocity is set as
5m/s. Input power to the main resistive coils is shown in Figure 6.4(b). From Fig-
ure 6.4(a), it is observed that the maximum overshoot, which is 0.786% (141.1 oC),
meets the requirements, and the settling time, which is 115 sec, is 5 sec more than
the requirements.



























Figure 6.4: Response of the heating process with the PID controller
Combining the DC motor and the heating process, the total response is shown
in Figure 6.5.
From Figure 6.5(c), we find that the input power is too high and may be
unrealizable for some period of time. Hence, the control system with the heat
recycle is considered next.
The closed loop system with the heat recycle is shown in Figure 6.6. The
maximum power input to the main resistive coils is set at 7000W . With the same
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(a) Output air velocity












(b) Output air temperature













(c) Input power to the main resistive coils
Figure 6.5: Response of the overall process with the PID controllers
Figure 6.6: Heating process with heat recycle
PID parameters as those designed above, the response of the air temperature is
shown in Figure 6.7 where the maximum overshoot is 2.5% (143.5 oC) and the
settling time is 90 sec.
Comparing Figure 6.5(b) with Figure 6.7(a), it is found that the response of
the heating process is faster and the overshoot is larger when heat recycle is used.
From Figure 6.5(c) and Figure 6.7(b), it is clear that the power input has decreased
greatly after heat recycle is used. However, the overshoot specification is not satis-
fied (see Figure 6.7(a)) and hence modifications of the PID controller is considered
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(a) Output air temperature















(b) Input power to the resistive coils
Figure 6.7: Response of the heating process with heat recycle
next.
6.3 Modification of the PID Controller
In practice, to reduce the overshoot and the influence of the abrupt change in the
set point, uc, set point weighting (A˚stro¨m and Ha¨gglund, 1988) is used in the PID
controller. The modified PID is shown in (6.8). This modified PID controller adds
a zero at −1/Tib to the closed-loop system. b is selected so that this zero is 2 to
3 times larger than the dominant poles. In addition, the modified PID contains a
filter which filters the measurement noise at the output Y (s).
U(s) = Kp{bUc(s)− Y (s) + 1
Tis































When the original PID controller is replaced by this modified PID controller,
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where the time delay is ignored.
According to the requirements of the maximum overshoot and settling time,Kp,
Ti, Td and b in (6.10) and (6.9) have to be reselected. Kp = 2.2, Ti = 0.11, Td = 0.3
and b = 2 were obtained for the motor part while Kp = 54.5, Ti = 35, Td = 0.2 and
b = 0.5 were obtained for the heating process. In both controllers, select N = 10
(A˚stro¨m and Ha¨gglund, 1988). The closed loop responses are calculated using (6.9)
and (6.10) and the results are shown in Figure 6.8, where Tload=1N.m is added
at a time of 400 sec and heat recycle is used. The desired air temperature setting,
RT , is 140
oC and the desired air velocity setting, Rv, is 5m/s.
Comparing Figures 6.8(a) and 6.8(c) with Figures 6.5(a) and 6.7(a) respectively,
it is found that the overshoot has decreased from 5% to 4% (from 5.25m/s to
5.2m/s) in the air velocity and from 2.5% to 0.14% (from 143.5 oC to 140.2 oC) in
the air temperature. Settling time has decreased from 1 sec to 0.93 sec and from
90 sec to 85 sec for the air velocity and temperature respectively.
If the set points of υa and T are changed to 7m/s at a time of 500 sec and to
150 oC at a time of 700 sec respectively, the responses are shown in Figure 6.9.
From Figures 6.8 and 6.9, it is observed that the modified PID controllers
designed for the motor and heater parts have achieved their specifications.
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(b) Impact of Tload on υa























(d) Impact of disturbance on T























Figure 6.8: Responses of the two main parts with the modified PID controller
6.4 PID Control for the Additional Coil
The process of designing the PID controller for the additional coil is similar to that
for the heating process shown in the earlier sections.





0.287s2 + 239.971s+ 3.9
. (6.11)
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Figure 6.9: Responses of the two main parts to the changes of set points










which shows the poles at s = −836.1196 and s = −0.0163. Hence, the response of
(6.12) will be dominated only by the first partial factor.









The additional coil is used after T and υa have reached steady state. The
overshoot of its response is required to be minimal so as to meet the temperature
uniformity. Thus, the modified PID controller is selected. By using the modified
PID controller shown in (6.8), the closed-loop transfer function of the additional
coil becomes
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Gadd(s) =
KpB[TiTdbN s
2 + (Tib+ TdN )s+ 1]
TiTd
N s
3 + (Ti + TiTdAN +
TdKpBTi
N +KpBTiTd)s





Kp, Ti and Td can be calculated by comparing the denominator of (6.14) with
the desired characteristic polynomial. If υa =5 m/s, T = 140
oC and the maxi-
mum overshoot of this part is no more than 0.2 oC, thenKp=505.2208, Ti=51.9333,
Td=0.1, b=1 andN=10, where the desired characteristic polynomial is (s+100)(s
2+
0.25s+ 0.0045).
As discussed in Section 4.5.1, we assume that the temperature difference be-
tween Tinadd and Tcen is required to reduce by half, where Tinadd is 140
oC and Tcen
is 140.34 oC obtained from (4.56). Thus the setting of the output air temperature
for this part is 140.17 oC. By using the modified PID controller with the above
parameters, the response is shown in Figure 6.10, where the power input, Pinadd,
to the additional coil is in the range of 0 ∼ 200W .























Figure 6.10: Response of the additional coil with the modified PID controller
When the air velocity changes from 5m/s to 7m/s at a time of 200 sec, Tcen
becomes 140.26 oC and thus the set point of Tadd is 140.13
oC. The temperature
response due to the additional coil is shown in Figure 6.11(a). When T changes
from 140 oC to 150 oC at a time of 400 sec, Tcen becomes 150.26
oC and then the
set point of Tadd is 150.13
oC. The response of this part is shown in Figure 6.11(b).
Pinadd for these two stages is shown in Figure 6.11(c) by using the same modified
PID controller.
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Figure 6.11: Response of the additional coil to the changes of set points
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, two types of PID controllers are used to control the heat gun. When
choosing PID parameters, fast response and zero steady errors are considered. For
designing the PID controllers, the desired dominant characteristic polynomial is
determined by the required response characteristics, such as the settling time and
the maximum overshoot. Parameters of the PID controllers are obtained by using
the pole placement method.
Chapter 7
State Feedback Control Methods
7.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the feedback signals were mainly outputs. In addition to
the output variables, T and υa, the system has other states which have not been
used for control. In this chapter, the heat gun is controlled using state feedback
methods such as the state feedback control by using the pole placement method, the
Linear-Quadratic state-feedback Regulator (LQR) and Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian
(LQG) control. Each subsystem of the heat gun is investigated separately. In
order to obtain good uniformity in the air temperature and velocity, T and υa,
their steady state errors should be less than ±0.5oC and ±1m/s respectively.
At the same time, the maximum overshoots of the responses should be less than
1.4% and 5% for T and υa respectively. The settling time of T and υa are also
respectively set as 110 sec and 2 sec as in the previous chapter. The settling time
and maximum overshoot of the additional coil, Tadd, should be less than 50 sec and
0.2 oC respectively. The steady state error of Tadd should be less than 0.2
oC. The
problem of actuator saturation is also considered in this chapter.
To apply the above control methods, state space representations of the heat
gun are required.
84
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7.2 State Space Representations of the Heat Gun
State space representations of the motor part are deduced from (4.1), (4.3), (4.6)
(4.10) and (4.16), which are reproduced here for convenience.
υa(t) = knω(t) = 0.02ω(t) (4.16)




+Rmia(t) + eb(t) (4.3)
Tor(t) = KT ia(t) = 0.18ia(t) (4.6)
J dω(t)
dt
= Tor(t)− Tload(t)−Bω(t) (4.10)











= −54.3478ia(t)− 978.2609υa(t) + 108.6957ea(t) .
(7.1)











= 0.2289ia(t)− 0.006357υa(t)− 1.2715Tload(t) .
(7.2)
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State space representations of the main resistive coils are derived from (4.20),
(4.21), (4.24) and (4.26).





Qa = kaυa = 7.85× 10−3υa (4.21)






















= −0.0163T ′r(t) + 0.0163T ′a(t) + 0.0104Pin(t) .
(7.5)












= 6.3739T ′r(t)− (6.3739 + 37.6282υa)T ′a(t)
(7.6)
Combining (7.5) and (7.6), the state space representations of the main resistive



















where υa is the air velocity.
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The hot air transfer function in the insulated pipe, from Section 4.4, is given
by,
T = [e−0.00581/υaTa + (1− e−0.00581/υa) · T2]e−(0.22/υa)s . (4.44)
If the air velocity of 5m/s is set for the design of controllers, (4.44) becomes
T = [0.9988Ta + 0.0012T2]e
−0.044s
. (7.9)
From Figure 5.6, it is also found that the difference between T and Ta is very small
when the air velocity is changing, especially when the air velocity is more than 1
m/s. The range of T2 is 24 ∼ 30 oC (see Section 4.4). Selecting T2 = 30 oC, then
we obtain
T = [0.9988Ta + 0.036]e
−0.044s (7.10)
which means that
T = 0.9988Ta(t− 0.044) + 0.036us(t− 0.044) ≈ 0.9988Ta(t− 0.044) (7.11)
where us(t) is a unit step function. Equation (7.11) shows that the difference
between T and Ta is a gain approaching 1 and a short time delay.
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where T ′ = T − T0.














Thus, controlling T is similar to controlling T ′ and the heater part subsystem
can be represented by (7.14) and (7.13).
In addition, the state space representations of the additional coil are obtained
from (4.45), (4.46) and (4.48).
Qadd = kaddυadd = 7.85× 10−3υa (4.46)











= Pinadd(t)− ρacpaQaddT ′add(t) (4.45)












= −0.0163T ′radd(t) + 0.0163T ′add(t) + 0.1468Pinadd(t) .
(7.15)












= 2.6333T ′radd(t)− (2.6333 + 166.6667υa)T ′add(t)
(7.16)
where it is assumed that υadd = υa. Combining (7.15) and (7.16), the state space


































Thus, the additional coil is represented by (7.19) and (7.18).
The complete state space system of the heat gun is shown in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: The schematic diagram of the heat gun system
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where x is the state vector, y is the output and u is the control input of the system.
The above state space models are now used to design state feedback control,
LQR and LQG for the heat gun. In these control methods, the control command
is given by
u = −Kx
where K is the feedback gain.
7.3 State Feedback Control
Firstly, the state feedback controller is designed by using the pole placement
method (Franklin et al., 1994). K is chosen so as to place the poles of the system
to match the desired ones by using u = −Kx. In order to achieve a zero steady
state error, an integrator is added. Let the error equation be
f˙ = e = r − Cx (7.20)
where r is the reference signal.
7.3.1 State Feedback Control for the Heat Gun
By using the integrator shown in (7.20), the matrices shown in (7.3) and (7.4)
becomes augmented matrices of order three. The augmented representations of
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Setting the desired dominant poles for the motor as given by the solutions of
s2 + 2ζωns + ω
2
n = s
2 + 8s + 25 = 0, where ζ = 0.8 and ωn = 5 ensure that the
settling time is less than 2 sec and the maximum overshoot is less than 5%. In






For the heating process, with the integrator shown in (7.20), (7.14) and (7.13)


































Similarly, if the desired dominant poles for the heater part are given by the solutions
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for the heater part. However, the response of the air temperature using thisKh1 has
large oscillations because 0W ≤ Pin ≤ 7000W is set. Therefore, the requirement
of a fast response needs to be relaxed so as to reduce the power input.
Thus, the eigenvalues of the original heater subsystem should not be changed
too much by the state feedback controller so as to reduce the input expense. The
eigenvalues of the original heater part are −194.5154 and −0.0158. Moreover, the
settling time is required to improve from 230 sec to 110 sec, thus −0.035 is chosen
as an eigenvalue for the design of the state feedback controller. If the desired poles







By using the state feedback controllers with the parameters of Km and Kh2, the
responses of the motor and heater parts are shown in Figure 7.2 where the limit of
Pin is 0 ∼ 7000W and the set points of υa and T are 5m/s and 140oC respectively.

























(b) T with heat recycle












(c) Pin with heat recycle
Figure 7.2: Responses of the motor and heater parts by using Km and Kh2
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From Figure 7.2(a), it is observed that the maximum overshoot is less than
0.25m/s or 5% and the settling time is less than 2 sec. From Figure 7.2(b), it is
observed that the maximum overshoot is less than 2oC or 1.4% and the settling
time is less than 110 sec. Figures 7.2 shows that the responses of the air velocity
and temperature meet the requirements of control by using the state feedback
controllers.
By using the state feedback controllers with the above Km and Kh2, if Tload =
1N.m is added at time 300 sec, the responses are shown in Figure 7.3. While the
set points of υa and T are changed from 5m/s to 7m/s at 500 sec and from 140
oC
to 150 oC at 700 sec respectively, the responses of these parts are shown in Figure
7.4.
































Figure 7.3: Responses of the motor and heater parts to Tload
From Figures 7.3 and 7.4, it is observed that the responses of υa and T to load
disturbance and set point changes meet the requirements of control except that the
maximum overshoot of T caused by Tload is quite high. This will be investigated
in Section 7.3.2.
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Figure 7.4: Responses of the motor and heater parts to the changes of set points
For the additional coil, like the heating process, the integrator shown in (7.20)
is also added to achieve zero steady state error. The matrices shown in (7.19) and



































Similar to the state feedback control design for the heating process, 0W ≤
Pinadd ≤ 200W is also considered. The eigenvalues of the additional coil, shown in
(7.19) and (7.18), are -836 and -0.0163. The desired poles are set as the solutions
of (s + 836)(s + 1)2 = 0 where s = −1 ensures that the settling time is less than
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for the additional coil. If υa =5 m/s, T = 140
oC and the temperature difference
between Tinadd and Tcen is required to reduce by half (see Section 4.5.1), the setting
of Tadd is 140.17
oC. The response of this part is shown in Figure 7.5 by using the
the state feedback controller with the above Kadd. From Figure 7.5, it is found






















Figure 7.5: Response of the additional coil by using state feedback control
that the response meets the requirements of control (see Section 7.1).
When the air velocity changes from 5m/s to 7m/s, where the set point of
Tadd is 140.13
oC, at time of 200 sec, and T changes from 140 oC to 150 oC, where
the set point of Tadd is 150.13
oC, at time 400 sec, then the responses of this part
are shown in Figure 7.6 by using the above same state feedback controller. Figure
7.6(c) is the amplification of part of Figure 7.6(b). From Figure 7.6, it is found that
the responses of Tadd to the changes of the set point and υa meet the requirements
of control.
7.3.2 Disturbance Rejection
From Figure 7.3(a) and Figure 7.3(b), it is observed that the influence of Tload is
quite significant. Ways are needed to reduce it. According to the motor equations
in (7.21) and (7.22), by using the state feedback controller, the transfer function
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Figure 7.6: Responses of the additional coil to the changes on the set point and υa
between Tload and the output, ym (υa), is given by













































ds(s− a11 + bk1)
s3 + (−a11 + bk1 − a22)s2 + (a11a22 − a22bk1 − a12a21 + a21bk2)s− a21bk3 . (7.28)
There is a zero at s = −(−a11 + bk1). Choosing K by using the pole placement
method, the denominator of (7.28) can be arbitrarily changed to the form
(s+ f)(s2 + 2ζωns+ ω
2
n) (7.29)
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where positive f is far bigger than the dominant poles which are determined by ζ
and ωn. By comparing the denominator of (7.28) and (7.29), we obtain
(−a11 + bk1)− a22 = 2ζωn + f . (7.30)
It is known that large magnitude of zero leads to small oscillation (Franklin et
al., 1994). Thus, large ζ, ωn and f are chosen to make the magnitude of (−a11+bk1)
larger so as to reduce the oscillation caused by Tload. The effect of reducing the
oscillation by increasing ζ, ωn and f for the motor is shown in Figures 7.7(a)
and 7.7(c) where the set points of υa and T are 5m/s and 140
oC respectively,
Tload = 1N.m is added at time of 300 sec and Kh2 in Section 7.3.1 is used for the
heating process. Figures 7.7(b) and 7.7(d) are responses of υa and T respectively











































































Figure 7.7: Responses of the motor and heater parts to Tload
by choosing ζ = 0.8, ωn = 10 and f = 60 for the state feedback control design
of the motor. ζ, ωn and f are not changed for the heating process because these
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changes will lead to actuator saturation. From Figure 7.7, it is found that the
responses of υa and T to Tload meet the requirements of control if ζ = 0.8, ωn = 10
and f = 60 are selected for the state feedback control design of the motor.
It is observed that the oscillations caused by Tload in Figures 7.7(a) and 7.7(c)
are much better than those shown in Figures 7.3(a) and 7.3(b) respectively.
When the set points of υa and T are changed from 5m/s to 7m/s at 500 sec
and from 140 oC to 150 oC at 700 sec respectively, the responses are shown in
Figure 7.8. Comparing Figure 7.4(a) with Figure 7.8(a), it is found that when

























Figure 7.8: Responses of the motor and heater parts to the changes of the set
points
the set point is changed, the response becomes faster and the maximum overshoot
becomes smaller after a larger ωn is chosen.
In the design of the state feedback controller, the cost of the input is not
considered so that the transient response does not follow the desired one because
the desired input cannot be realized.
Thus, the LQR method which considers the cost of the input will be used to
design the controllers for the heat gun in the next section.
7.4 LQR
Like Section 7.3, an augmented system is used to achieve zero steady state error.
Thus, when the LQR method is used to design controllers for the heat gun, the
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state space models of the augmented subsystems shown in Section 7.3.1 are also
used here. The optimal gain matrix, K, is calculated so that the state-feedback




(xTQx+ uT ru)dt (7.31)
whereQ is a positive-definite (or positive-semidefinite) Hermitian or real symmetric
matrix and r is a positive-definite Hermitian or real symmetric matrix (Ogata,
2002). When choosing Q for (7.31), the ratios among q11, q22 and q33, which
are diagonal elements of Q, are decided by the control requirements discussed in
Section 7.1. q11, q22 and q33 are weights corresponding to x1, x2, x3, which are the
elements of state vector. r is the weighting on the control effort, u. The error, x3,
is given the highest priority in the design of the controller. Therefore, this leads
to big ratios of q33 vs r, q33 vs q11, and q33 vs q22.













In selecting Qm, qm33 = 1000 is much bigger than qm22 = 1 and qm11 = 0 which
means paying more attention on the error than on υa and ia. rm = 0.001 is only a
small weight on the control effort, u.
For the heating process, the ratio among q11, q22, q33 and r implies the relative
weights of Tr, T , error and the control input. If rh is selected too small, it will
lead to extremely high magnitude of the power input which may not be realizable
in reality. Thus, for the heater part, the weight on the input power is increased
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and the error is also considered simultaneously. For the heater part, the weighting






 and rh = [30].






We set the desired υa as 5 m/s and the desired T as 140
oC. The closed-

























(b) T without heat recycle














(c) Pin without heat recycle









(d) T with heat recycle












(e) Pin with heat recycle
Figure 7.9: Responses of the motor and the heater parts by using LQR
loop responses of the motor and heater parts using the LQR approach are shown
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in Figure 7.9 where 0W ≤ Pin ≤ 7000W . When the heat recycle is used, Pin
decreases greatly while the oscillation of T becomes higher (see Figures 7.9(d) and
7.9(e)).
From Figure 7.9(d), it is seen that the heat recycle has a significant effect
on the response. Thus the influence of heat recycle needs to be reduced. It was
investigated in Section 4.6 that Pc, the internal energy transferred into the chamber
by the heat recycle, is given by
Pc = µρacpaQacTc (7.32)
where µ, ρa , cpa, Tc and Qac were also introduced in Section 4.6. Tc is the temper-
ature of the recycled air and Qac is the air flow rate in the recycle path. If Tc and
Qac at the heat recycle pipe’s outlet are measurable, we may consider cancelling
the influence of the heat recycle by modifying the control effort to
u = −Kx− Pc . (7.33)
The response of the heater part is shown in Figure 7.10 by using the modified
control command in (7.33) instead of u = −Kx. From Figure 7.10(a), it is observed

























Figure 7.10: Response of the heater part by using (7.33)
that the oscillation is greatly decreased by using (7.33).
If Tload = 1N.m is added at time 300 sec, while the set points of υa and T
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are changed from 5m/s to 7m/s at 400 sec and from 140 oC to 150 oC at 700 sec
respectively, the responses are shown in Figure 7.11.

































































Figure 7.11: Responses of the motor and heater parts to the changes on set points and Tload
Comparing the responses in Figure 7.11 with those in Figures 7.7, it is observed
that the oscillations caused by Tload is greatly decreased by using the LQR method.
The weighting on the error has improved the design.






 and radd = [0.001].







If υa =5 m/s, T = 140
oC and the temperature difference between Tinadd and Tcen
is required to reduce by half (see Section 4.5.1), the set point of Tadd is 140.17
oC.
The response is shown in Figure 7.12, where the power input to the additional coil
is nonnegative, by using the above parameters.























Figure 7.12: Response of the additional coil by using LQR
When the air velocity changes from 5m/s to 7m/s, where the set point of Tadd
is 140.13 oC, at time of 200 sec, and T changes from 140 oC to 150 oC, where the
set point of Tadd is 150.13
oC, at time of 400 sec, the response is shown in Figure
7.13 by using the above same parameters in the LQR controller. Figure 7.13(c) is
the amplification of part of Figure 7.13(b). We see that the oscillation and settling
time in Figures 7.12(a), 7.13(a) and 7.13(c) meet the requirements.
7.5 LQG
In the above closed-loop control, the data fedback were assumed to be measurable.
But not all the states, which include the temperature of the resistive wires, are
easily measured. Besides, measurement noise will also influence the results of the
control. In this section, the LQG method is investigated.
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Figure 7.13: Response of the additional coil to the changes on the set points and
υa
In the design of the LQG controller, the integrator of (7.20) is also included.
Thus the transfer functions of the augmented subsystems shown in Section 7.3.1
are used for designing the controller. The control command is given by
u = −Kx.
As to the controller gains, K, the parameters obtained in Section 7.4 are used here
because the controller gain is chosen to minimize the cost function of (7.34) (see
(7.31)) in the LQG method (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 1996).






(xTQx+ uT ru)dt} (7.34)
In the LQG design, the observer gain, Ko, is chosen by using the Kalman filter
method. Ko is chosen to minimize E{[x − xˆ]T [x − xˆ]} where xˆ is the estimated
states of the system (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 1996). The estimator is given
by
˙ˆx = Axˆ+Bu+Ko(y − Cxˆ) (7.35)
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where x is the state vector.
7.5.1 LQG Design for the Heat Gun
To begin with, the observability of the DC motor system is checked. The observ-












The rank of obm is 2. Thus the motor system described by the augmented matrices
is unobservable. Then the observability of the matrices (without augmentation)








The rank of the new observability matrix is 2.
So, when the estimator for the motor part is being established, the augmented
system is not used while the state space matrices of the system shown in (7.3) and
(7.4) are used.




 and rom = [1]
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Like the motor, the observability of the heater part is firstly checked. The













The rank of this obh is 2. The augmented system is unobservable. Thus the matrices
shown in (7.14) and (7.13) are used to check observability. The new observability








The rank of the new observability matrix is 2. Therefore, the matrices in (7.14)
and (7.13) are used to build the estimator for the heater part.











When the motor and heater parts are simulated together, the states, υa and
T , fedback into the controllers are real values because these states are measurable
outputs, y. Other states which are fedback to the controllers are replaced by their
estimated values.
We set the desired T as 140 oC and the desired υa as 5 m/s. The responses of
the motor and heater parts by using the LQG method are shown in Figure 7.14
where TLoad=1N.m is added at 300 sec.
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Figure 7.14: Responses of the motor and heater parts by using the LQG controllers
From Figure 7.14, it is observed that the responses of υa and T meet the control
objectives in Section 7.1.
For the observer of the additional coil subsystem, the state space model in




 and roadd = [0.1]






For the control effort, u = −Kaddx, Kadd is the same as in Section 7.4. Tadd and
estimated Tˆradd are used to calculate the control command. If υa =5 m/s, T = 140
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oC and the temperature difference between Tinadd and Tcen is required to reduce
by half (see Section 4.5.1), the set point of Tadd is 140.17
oC. The response of
this part is shown in Figure 7.15, where the power input to the additional coil is
nonnegative.























Figure 7.15: Response of the additional coil by using LQG
When the air velocity changes from 5m/s to 7m/s, where the set point of
Tadd is 140.13
oC, at time 200 sec, and T changes from 140 oC to 150 oC, where
the set point of Tadd is 150.13
oC, at time 400 sec, then the response of this part
is shown in Figure 7.16 by using the same LQG controller. Figure 7.16(c) is the
amplification of part of Figure 7.16(b). From Figures 7.15 and 7.16, it is observed
that the response has a settling time and maximum overshoot which are less than
10 sec and 0.2 oC respectively and the steady state error is zero.
7.5.2 Measurement Noise
In reality, the output of the sensor is always effected by the measurement noise
whose influence can be reduced by the observers. The measurement noise, assumed
to be white noise having a power spectral density of 0.1, is added to the sensor of
the output air temperature, T , to test the performance of the observer. By using
the LQG method, the response of the heater part under the above measurement
noise is shown in Figure 7.17. In this process, Tˆ and Tˆr are used to calculate the
control command instead of T and Tr. Kh, Koh, Km and Kom are the same as those
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Figure 7.16: Response of the additional coil to the changes of set points
in Section 7.5.1, and the set points for T and υa are 140
oC and 5m/s respectively.
The output from the air temperature sensor is shown in Figure 7.17(a). Tˆ from
the observer is shown in Figure 7.17(b). The real values of T are shown in Figure




















(a) T from the sensor































Figure 7.17: The effect of LQG on measurement noise
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7.17(c). It is observed that the difference between Tˆ and T is very small, indicating
that the Kalman filter can optimally estimate the state of the system even if there
is measurement noise.
7.6 Actuator Saturation
From the above discussion, it is clear that the power input to the resistive coils
and the additional coil cannot be negative. In reality, the magnitude can not be
extremely high either. Thus there is the problem of actuator saturation. In this
section, the method suggested by Emami-Naeini et al. (Dec. 1994) is developed
for the heater part.
The discrete state space transfer function of the heater part is introduced for
this application. When the air velocity is 5 m/s, the heater model in (7.14) and
(7.13) written in the discrete state space form are as follows:
T ′r(k + 1)


















where the sample time is 0.1 sec and a zero order hold is used.
The method makes the system track a reference of y(k) = r(k) for all k ≥ N
where N is an integer to be decided later.
The discrete transfer function of a stable system can be written as




z − λi (7.42)
where |λi| < 1 is a pole of the discrete transfer function.
The input u can be divided into two parts: an N-tap Finite Impulse Response
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(FIR) filter and a steady-state part, Uss(z),
U(z) = UFIR(z) + Uss(z) . (7.43)







z − 1 (7.44)
where pi and pˆ are inputs at different steps and the second term of the right hand
side of (7.44) is a delayed step. The term
∑N
i=0 piz





pkδk + pˆ1(k −N − 1) . (7.45)
The output can also be divided into two parts: an N-tap FIR and a steady-state
part as follows
Y (z) = C(zI − A)−1BU(z) = YFIR(z) + Yss(z) . (7.46)
The desired steady-state output is
Yss(z) =
z
z − 1r (7.47)
where r is a constant reference. Substituting (7.44) and (7.47) into (7.46) and
equating the residues for the system poles, z = λi, and the pole of the input signal




1− λi pˆ = r (7.48)
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λj − 1 pˆ = 0 (7.49)
where j = 1, 2.





where γ is a scaling factor and p =
[
p0 p1 p2 . . . pN
]T
. The desired value of
γ is 1. Matrices α and β are in (7.50) for the heater part.
α(N) =














Considering the actuator saturation problem, we set the power limits as
umin ≤pi ≤ umax
umin ≤pˆ ≤ umax
(7.51)
where i = 0, 1, 2, ..., N , umax = 7000W and umin = 0W .
Initially, N is chosen to obtain pi and pˆ. If pi and pˆ do not satisfy the limits
in (7.51), then N should be increased. If pi and pˆ satisfy the limit, N should be
decreased to the smallest possible that satisfies (7.51).
If the desired output air temperature, r, is 140 oC, we obtain pi = 9782 and
pˆ = 5396.5 by choosing N = 500. Because pi = 9782 > umax = 7000, then N is
increased to calculate pi and pˆ again. Finally we find that the power input is 7000
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W before N = 936 steps and 5396.5 W after N = 936 steps. The result is shown
in Figure 7.18, where the open-loop system is used, the heat recycle is not applied
and the air velocity is 5m/s. Figure 7.18(a) shows good tracking action of the































Figure 7.18: Response of the heater part
system when the open-loop is used.
With different set points for air velocities and temperatures, different N and
different input power values can be obtained by using the same method. These
values are used to build a database off line, and they can be applied on line for
control.
In order to reject any disturbance in the air velocity and handle other modeling
errors, a closed-loop system shown in Figure 7.19 is designed using the modified
PID controller:






The modified PID controller, (6.8), is used as the controller in the discrete
system model shown in Figure 7.19. For its application in the discrete system
(A˚stro¨m and Wittenmark, 1997), the proportional part of (6.8), becomes
uP (k) = Kp(buc(k)− y(k)) (7.52)
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Figure 7.19: Transfer diagram of the closed-loop system
The integral part of (6.8) is replaced by








uD(k − 1)− KTdN
Td +Nh
(y(k)− y(k − 1)) (7.54)
Using u(k) = uP (k) + uI(k) + uD(k) and selecting Kp = 54.5, Ti = 35, Td = 0.2
b = 0.85 h=0.01 and N = 10 for the heater part, we obtain the result shown in
Figure 7.20 where υa = 5m/s and the set point of T is changed from 140
oC to
150 oC at time 300 sec.































Figure 7.20: Response of the closed-loop heater part by using the modified PID
controller
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From the above simulation results, we see that the problem of actuator satura-
tion is well solved.
7.7 Comparisons of the Different Control Meth-
ods
The state feedback control, LQR and LQG methods have their own advantages.
The state feedback control can place the poles of the system at arbitrary locations.
The LQR controller is designed to minimize the cost function. The LQG controller
is more robust to measurement noise. Although, the desired transient response
can be obtained by the use of the state feedback controller (see Figures 7.2(a) and
7.5(a)), when Tload is added, the oscillations of the responses using the LQR and
LQG controllers are smaller than those using the state feedback controllers (see
Figures 7.7, 7.11 and 7.14). This is due to the large weight put on the error when
the LQR and LQG controllers were designed.
7.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, three control methods for the heat gun, namely state feedback
control, LQR and LQG, were discussed. For different control methods, responses
of the heat gun were presented to show the effects of the controllers. Besides these,
solutions of disturbance rejection, actuator saturation and the influence of heat




The heat gun designed in this thesis has attained the requirements listed as follows,
1. High air volume.
In this thesis, an air velocity of at least 5m/s is considered when choosing
the motor and designing the controllers. As a result, the air volume of the
heat gun is at least 0.04m3/s.
2. Controllable air temperature and air velocity.
The control of the air temperature is realized by controlling the power input
to the main resistive coils and additional coil. The air velocity is regulated
by controlling the rotation speed of the DC motor. Controllers of the heat
gun were designed by using different control methods including PID control,
state feedback control, LQR and LQG. In addition, disturbance rejection,
actuator saturation, and the influence of heat recycle and measurement noise
are also taken into consideration in the design of the controllers.
3. Uniform air temperature and velocity.
116
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With the design of the heat gun structure and controllers, the uniformity of
the output air temperature is less than ±0.5 oC for a range between 120 oC
and 200 oC, and the uniformity of the output air velocity is not more than
5± 1m/s.
8.2 Some Suggestions
The goal of designing and developing a new air heater which meets the requirements
of the heating process for wafers is well considered. Further research which may
improve the performance of the heat gun are as follows:
1. The shape of the vanes which drive the air through the heat gun plays an
important role on the air movement. Some analysis on the shape may bring
some improvement to the air velocity uniformity.
2. Other software can be utilized in the new heaters so that a favorable human-
machine interface could be created, such as LabVIEW.
3. The practical heat gun could be constructed to test the simulation results.
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